
Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.
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About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.
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Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.

i
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Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.
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Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.

iii

Introduction 
The right to Fair Administration Action is recognised in Article 47 of the Con-
stitution of Kenya, 2010. The right entitles every citizen to administrative 
action that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. It 
obliges public officers to adhere to these principles when taking administra-
tive action. In addition to the constitutional provisions on fair administrative 
action, a Fair Administrative Action Act was enacted in 2015. The Act applies 
to state and non-state actors in their exercise of various powers under the 
law. 
In addition to Article 47, the Constitution at Article 232 also provides for the 
values and principles of public service to include high standards of profes-
sional ethics, efficient, prompt, impartial, equitable provision of service, 
accountability for administrative acts, transparency and provision to the 
public of timely, accurate information. The Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act further elaborates the standards that public officers must adhere to 
in providing services to the public.
In order for Kenyans to benefit from this right, there is need for the members 
of the public service to clearly understand the intricate elements of fair 
administrative action and for the citizenry to be aware of their entitlements. 
This is more so because administrative bodies are generating ever more 
decisions. Ordinary people are affected. Decisions may include whether 
someone is entitled to an ID card or to vote, whether their child is admitted to 
secondary school, and which one, whether they get a business license they 
have applied for, or are awarded a contract, or get a title deed. Decisions are 
made about appointments, about dismissal, and about disciplining individu-
als in the public service. Decisions are made about whether a person, or a 
company, may build in a certain place, and what building standards must be 
respected. Decisions about allocating land, or revoking allocations, extend-
ing leases. Decisions about closing businesses. Decisions about taxes 
among others.
This guidebook seeks to assist public servants to understand their obliga-
tions, and how to ensure that their decision making processes, and adminis-
trative actions, comply with Article 47, the Act, and the common law. The 
development of the guidebook involved, and benefited greatly from, public 
bodies that enforce public administration standards or train public servants 
on policy and decision making including the Kenya School of Government, 
the Public Service Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (the Ombudsman). Their involvement was to ensure pragmatism in 
approach, effectiveness and sustainability. The idea of developing such a 
manual was inspired by the British Government’s publication The Judge Over 
Your Shoulder (often called “JOYS”) for the guidance of its staff. The book 
has proved very useful and has been adopted, in adapted versions, by sever-
al countries, such as Malawi, Hong Kong and New Zealand. This guide 
follows a similar model. The book is written in simple, straightforward and 
easy to read format that can be appropriate for most, including junior public 
servants and members of the public.



Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.

under Article 47 of the Constitution

Fair
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A Guide for the Administrator 
with some guidance to the public on what to expect and how to complain



Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.
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Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.
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Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.
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Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.
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Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.

Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.

Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.

Endnotes to Chapter 5

1. The word “materially” means that the impact must be not merely some tiny and insignificant effect. This is not 
explained in the Act, but this is clear from the way it is generally used in law, and from dictionaries. 
2. They are said to include:
(i) the objects of the empowering provision;
(ii) the nature, purpose and likely effect of the administrative action concerned;
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Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.

Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.

Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.

Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.

Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.

Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.

Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.

Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 1
About this Handbook
Who is this book for?
The administrator
1.1. If you are a Cabinet Secretary, Principal Secretary, or a public 
servant within a government ministry or agency, including a parastatal 
or independent commission, and especially if you have to take deci-
sions or other actions and sometimes wonder “Am I getting this 
right?”, this Guidebook is primarily intended for you.  It won’t help you 
decide technical matters, of course, but it will, we hope, sometimes 
help you to reach a decision that is fair, in the way the Constitution 
means when it speaks of “fair administrative action”. Even if you are 
a professional, rather than mainly an administrator, you should still 
find it useful because they, too, perform administrative actions and 
make administrative decisions. The best way to avoid falling into the 
trap of being unfair is to be aware in advance of what fair practice is. 

Other readers
1.2. The fairness of administrative decisions or other actions 
becomes an issue when they affect others negatively. So this guide 
may be useful for people who are asking for or expecting administra-
tive action, or have been at the receiving end of administrative action. 
Occasionally there is a comment specifically addressed to them. It 
may be useful for citizens, or lawyers or law students who want an 
understanding of Article 47, or even perhaps someone who wants to 
be a public officer.

What is administrative action, and what 
does it mean for it to be “fair”?
What is “administrative action”?
1.3. In this Guidebook, we are mostly talking about making deci-
sions—a particular type of administrative action. Action of any other 
sort will be carrying out a decision. To send a directive, demolish a 
building, or arrest a motorist are all actions but they reflect decisions 
made immediately, or longer, before the action. By the way, failing to 
take action or make a decision may be unfair administrative action.

1.4. Following the Constitution, an Act of Parliament―the Fair 
Administrative Action Act― (FAAA) was passed, to give more details 
and offer more guidance. It seems to deal with every type of action that 
can be called administrative, or any type of administrative actor. Everything 
listed concerning the cow (below) is an administrative action. We are not 
concerned here with the courts making judicial decisions or Parliament or 
county assemblies making laws—though law making bodies, and courts, may 
also make administrative decisions, which must be fair and for which this 
Guide may provide guidance. For example, a parliamentary committee inves-
tigating a matter is carrying out an administrative process, and must ensure 
that their action is fair if anyone is going to be affected by their decision.1  
However, what we say here is relevant to a certain sort of law making: making 
regulations and other sorts of law under the authority of an Act. You will find a 
Chapter on “making delegated legislation” that pulls together the points most 
relevant to that type of action (Chapter 3). 

Non-public administrators
1.5. Officers and bodies that are not strictly public but have the power to 
affect the rights of citizens should also observe the same standards. The 
Constitution and the FAAA do not limit the duty to act fairly to public bodies, 
and the rights recognised by the Constitution are generally to be respected by 
everyone (Article 20(1)). Kenyan courts have been rather slow to recognise 
that private bodies have duties, other than under private law or general Acts 
like employment law. But it is perfectly clear they must observe human rights. 
When a private golf club introduced a rule that women members could not 
vote for the club’s Golf Captain, the court held that this was a violation of 
Article 27 of the Constitution on equality and Article 33 on freedom of expres-
sion.2  This was clearly an administrative action of a private body.

The importance of administrative action
1.6. Consider the cow! A key element in the work of many farmers, a beast 
of enormous cultural significance to some communities, an important part of 
the Kenyan economy, a valued part of many Kenyans’ diet in the form of 
nyama choma, not to mention a contributor to global warming.  An astonish-
ing number of administrative actions may be taken about cows. 
   •   Livestock alone in a forest can be seized by the Kenya Forestry Service
       and auctioned. 
   •   Keeping of cattle in an urban area may be prohibited.
   •   Cattle may be required to be sprayed, dipped, washed, disinfected or 
        inoculated, or confined.
   •   An area may be declared a cattle cleansing area. 
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Health may make rules about cow-keepers  

       duties in connection with infectious disease among persons residing              
       or employed in their premises.
   •   Owners may apply for a brand to mark their cattle; a veterinary officer
        in the Ministry is appointed registrar of brands.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make regulations
       prescribing the terms of contracts for the sale of milk by producers. 
   •   An officer of the Mtwapa Bridge company may require that a person in 
       charge of cattle to delay the crossing. 
   •   The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Board may licence producers of 
       cattle feed.
   •   The Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture may make rules defining or   
        limiting the number, kind, ages and sexes of the livestock to be carried  
        in any area.
   •   Chiefs may seize stolen cattle coming into their area.
   •   A chief may issue orders requiring reporting the arrival any cattle from  
       outside.
   •   The Meat Commission can acquire, erect, construct, establish and
       maintain abattoirs. 
   •   All imported cattle are placed in quarantine for examination. 
   •   Within restricted areas no-one can move cattle from or onto any farm,  
       onto or over any public road, or into, from or over any forest unless they  
       have a permit to do so.
   •   Counties charge cess (a form of taxation) on movement of cattle
        (probably illegally).

1.7. In other words: very many public servants and bodies have the power 
to make administrative decisions, or carry out administrative actions, to or 
about cattle. Cabinet Secretaries, veterinary officers, chiefs, police, officers 
given responsibility for brands or other specific tasks, Kenya Forestry Service 
and various other bodies or officers may be involved. And their tasks include 
making rules, granting or refusing permits, revoking permits, ordering the 
seizure of animals, deciding what to do with seized animals, vaccinating, 
ordering the use of a cattle dip, granting exemptions from rules, monitoring 
movements of cattle, assessing carrying capacity of land and many others. 
Every one of these items involves a different piece of legislation. And these 
actions do not include many other things that might be decided or done that 
affect cattle or are even designed to impinge on cattle and their owners, like 
agricultural policy making. One can multiply this many times for the various 
businesses, professions and activities that are carried on in this country.

1.8. Every day members of the public seek assistance or require action 
from administrators, and these result in some form of administrative action. 

Public officers are constantly taking decisions that affect people and their 
affairs, for example whether to issue a business permit, whether to require a 
birth certificate to be produced before a child is registered for school, whether 
to issue an identity document, whether to allow a person to harvest trees in a 
farm – the list is endless. Simply, there are as many aspects of administrative 
action as there are actions, inactions or decisions taken by public officers.

1.9.         Somebody has to make all these decisions, and carry them out. Much 
of this process is common sense.
Perhaps an imaginary story can illustrate this. 

                A group of friends have operated a plant nursery for many years on 
a road reserve in a Kenyan town. Behind the nursery is a river, but the friends 
are careful not to use anything that will pollute the river. Every year they 
apply for their single business permit and it is always granted without ques-
tion. They know they are not allowed to build anything on the site, but they 
invest in a certain amount of equipment, including some seats for customers, 
as well as their stock. 
                 One January, however, their application for the usual permit is not 
acted upon. They wait for a couple of months anxiously. One day a county 
vehicle turns up and a large official gets ant and tells them “You are being 
evicted tomorrow”. They protest, they ask why, they plead, but the official is 
adamant. 
                  The next day a large vehicle arrives and a bulldozer, which begins 
to push their plants and piles of earth and manure into the river. An accompa-
nying official says “The County has decided that you are polluting the river 
and are a hazard to traffic being so close to the road. Anyway, they are going 
to widen the road. And you don’t have a business permit”. 
A few weeks later, the friends, who have had to turn to any sort of hustle that 
presents itself as they have lost all their investment, pass by the site and find 
that someone else has started a nursery there. They get into conversation 
with him and ask how he got permission, and what happened to the road 
widening. He says that he has been told that the road widening will not start 
for some years. And he said, with a wink, “The guy in the county offices is 
from my village”.
Can you identify a number of things that were wrongly done/not done by the 
officials in this case? There are at least six. [For our suggestions, see the end 
of this chapter.]

1.10. Objections to unfair practice may end up in court, or at least in the 
office of the Commission on Administrative Justice. Going to court is likely to 
be expensive, it may be embarrassing, and having to fight court challenges 
may delay important projects. 

1.11. The equivalent to this document is called in some countries “The Judge 
over your shoulder”—suggesting that public officials should always be aware 
of the possibility that their decisions may end up in court. It is not our intention 
to alarm public officers, and we rather prefer the title of the Scottish Hand-
book: “Right First Time”.  That is our intention: to help you get it right―in the 
sense that it is fair―first time. 

1.12. We hope we have explained in a straightforward way the factors that a 
person making a decision or taking some other form of administrative action 
should bear in mind in order to ensure that the administrative action is fair. The 
concept of fairness is expanded by the Constitution: “expeditious, efficient, 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. What is fair is the central focus of 
this book.
 
Our approach
1.13. In the main part of this guide—Chapter 2—we set out in what we hope 
is straightforward language the ingredients of fair administrative action. To 
make it come alive a bit more we have given examples of things that have 
gone wrong in past actions. These examples are taken from real cases that 
have gone to the courts with a few examples from other bodies, including the 
Commission on Administrative Justice (or Ombudsman) and the National 
Environmental Tribunal. We have told you where you can find these cases, but 
we have tried not to clutter the pages with footnotes: the sources of the cases 
are to be found in endnotes that begin after each chapter. Just a few bits of 
extra information are to be found in footnotes.

1.14. Occasionally we have given more detail about a particular story so you 
can see how things may go wrong. And we also occasionally quote a judge in 
one of the court cases. It is not necessary for you to become a lawyer, but you 
might find it interesting to see a little about the thought processes of judges. 

1.15. There are some other types of information in boxes, because they do 
not fit into any specific topic. You will come across them as you read, and they 
are included in the Contents page.

1.16. Before you come to Chapter 2 you will find a checklist for decision 
-makers. It is not in the same order as Chapter 2. It will be most useful to 
someone who has absorbed Chapter 2 but wants a quick reminder in a 
concrete situation. We have added a short checklist for the person who is 
seeking or is the object of administrative action. 

1.17. Finally there is a Chapter that is written more for lawyers: it explains the 
legal framework for fair administrative action. 

What went wrong in the story on p4?
Past practice has probably led them to believe, reasonably, that they will be 
able to continue their business and get their single business permit, at least 
without fair notice of a change of policy. For ‘legitimate expectations’ see p.46

When the eviction notice comes there is no advance notice of possible deci-
sion, the reasons for that possible decision, and no chance for a hearing to 
explain why they should not be evicted. For advance notice see p.36 and for 
the need for some sort of hearing see p.39

Nor is there any notice that the decision has been taken. For the need to give 
notice after decision have been taken to those adversely affected see p.43
They are given no chance to save their property.

The decision maker seems to have taken wrong matters into account – at 
least on the road widening. For the need to take relevant matters into account 
see p.27 and for not taking irrelevancies into account p.38

The decision maker seems to have acted out of bias – in favour of a person 
from his own community. For not being biased see p.25 and on discrimination 
see p.30

A Checklist for Administrators
Somewhere there must be an answer to every question. Some answers might 
require consulting a lawyer. For many routine decisions, many of these ques-
tions will not have to be asked, because the institution will have planned its 
decision making processes in the light of its powers. 

A) Does the agency or the individual officer have power
to make this decision or take this action?
1. Where does the power to make this decision come from?
2. If you are an administrator within a county system: is the power you
 are exercising really one that comes within the functions of counties  
 under the Constitution? Or if you are at the national level, is this a   
 national function?
3. For what purposes can the power be exercised?
4. Who will be negatively affected by the decision or action?
5. Is it possible that the negative effect will be a breach of one or more  
 rights recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution?
6. If so, does the law under which we propose to act provide for a
  limitation of the right(s) in the situation?
7. Am I the right person, or is this the right body, to make the decision?
8. Is there any reason why my taking the action might give an impression  
 of bias?

B) As 1/we prepare to take the decision or action:
9. When should I act to ensure I am acting expeditiously but not
 prematurely?
10. What information do I need before I can take action?
11. Do I have that necessary information?
12. Am I satisfied about any factual matters?
13. Am I reasonable in being satisfied?
14. Are there any other conditions to be satisfied before I act, and have  
 they been satisfied?
15. What procedures does the law require for taking this action?
16. What factors does the law say I should consider when making the
 decision?
17. Is there a legitimate policy/practice about how decisions are to
 be made?
18. Does anyone have a legitimate expectation as to how the power will
 be exercised?
19.  Have I reached out to those who will be specifically affected giving them   

 enough  notice of the decision that may be taken, so they have a fair chance to  
 put their views and concerns?
20. Have I done the same to the public if they will be affected?
21.  Have I carried out any necessary public participation?
22. Was that consultation/participation meaningful in terms of the provision of   
 necessary information, adequate notice and time?

C) Taking the decision:

23. Am I taking all relevant considerations into account?
24. Am I in danger of allowing any irrelevant factors to affect my decision?
25. Am I taking into account input received from consultation and public participation?
26. Am I acting without any bias or discrimination?
27. Is my decision really necessitated by the purpose to be served by the decision?
28. Am I trying to minimise the impact on the rights of anyone likely to be affected?
29. Am I taking into account any circumstances that might require special treatment for  
 those affected?
30. Am I deciding quickly but not so quickly that I risk taking a wrong decision?
31. Will my decision incur unnecessary public expense?
32. Am I being as open (or transparent) as possible?
 
D) After the decision:

33. Have I informed those affected of my decision as soon as possible?
34. Have I given adequate reasons?
35. Have I informed those affected about how they can challenge the decision?

A Short Checklist for People Seeking or Expecting
Administrative Decisions
1. Make sure you know who to approach for the decision you want.
2. Make sure you are clear what you want.
3. If you have been approached and told an administrative action is likely to be taken  
 that will affect you, are you sure you understand what is likely to happen and why?
4. Make sure you ask for advice from an expert if you need it, and do so in good time.
5. Make sure you know what information you need to supply, and have it ready. Are you  
 supposed to have original documents (like ID card, exam results slip, title deed)? Are  
 you supposed to supply photocopies instead, or in addition? How many copies?
6. Do you know the deadline for applying, or responding to a note you have received?  
 Why wait till the last minute?
7. How long will you have to wait for a decision? If you need a quick decision is there  
 a procedure for this and how do you activate that procedure?
8. If it is a complicated matter, are you allowed to take a friend, or even a lawyer?
9. If you have a specific time to appear, make sure you can arrive in good time; plan in  
 advance if there is the risk of heavy traffic or you are unfamiliar with the place.

Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chairman, Samuel Njuguna – Secretary, Joseph Kimiri – Treasurer & 8 
others v Cabinet Secretary for Transport & Infrastructure & 5 others25  
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.

Endnotes to Chapter 5

1. The word “materially” means that the impact must be not merely some tiny and insignificant effect. This is not 
explained in the Act, but this is clear from the way it is generally used in law, and from dictionaries. 
2. They are said to include:
(i) the objects of the empowering provision;
(ii) the nature, purpose and likely effect of the administrative action concerned;
(iii) the nature and the extent of the departure;
(iv) the relation between the departure and its purpose;
(v) the importance of the purpose of the departure; and
(vi) the need to promote an efficient administration and good governance
3. See 2.5.26
4. Often called “Wednesbury unreasonableness” after the case of Associated Provincial Picture Houses Ltd. v 
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

* There is an interesting discussion of the history and the issues in Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others 
v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others. [2014] eKLR http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/101689/, from para. 
144.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

Box: Human Rights recognised and protected by the
Constitution
Every administrator should be conscious of the risk that some action might infringe rights, and be aware 
whether, and to what extent the law allows some limitation. No limit at all is permitted on certain rights.
Briefly summarised, everyone has the rights to [those asterisked are limited to citizens; those marked # 
cannot be limited by law]:

Rights are particularly emphasised and spelled out for: children, persons with disabilities, youth,
minorities and marginalised groups and older members of society.

Life

Equality and freedom from discrimination

Respect for their human dignity

Freedom and personal security, including 
freedom from torture#, or cruel, inhuman or 
degrading treatment of punishment# 

Freedom from slavery#, servitude# and forced 
labour

Privacy 

Freedom of conscience, religion, belief and 
opinion

Freedom of expression

Access to information* 

Freedom of association

Freedom of assembly, demonstrating, picketing 
and petitioning authorities

To vote and engage in political organising*

Freedom of movement —and residence*

Property

Fair labour practices, fair working conditions, to 
strike and to organise

A clean and healthy environment

To health, including health care

Housing and sanitation

Food and water

Education

Social security

To use the language of their choice and 
participate in  cultural life

To choose whom to marry and to equal rights in 
connection with marriage

To goods and services of reasonable quality

Fair administrative action 

Access to justice

Fair treatment if arrested

Trial of any legal matter by an impartial and 
competent body

Fair trial in any criminal case#

Human treatment if held in detention.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.

Endnotes to Chapter 5

1. The word “materially” means that the impact must be not merely some tiny and insignificant effect. This is not 
explained in the Act, but this is clear from the way it is generally used in law, and from dictionaries. 
2. They are said to include:
(i) the objects of the empowering provision;
(ii) the nature, purpose and likely effect of the administrative action concerned;
(iii) the nature and the extent of the departure;
(iv) the relation between the departure and its purpose;
(v) the importance of the purpose of the departure; and
(vi) the need to promote an efficient administration and good governance
3. See 2.5.26
4. Often called “Wednesbury unreasonableness” after the case of Associated Provincial Picture Houses Ltd. v 
Wednesbury Corporation [1948] 1 KB 223
5. See Magistrates’ Courts Act.
6. See the Law Reform Act Cap. 26 s. 8 “Orders of mandamus, prohibition and certiorari substituted for writs” and 
the Civil Procedure Rules 291 Order 53.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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This action is not intended to send shivers down the spines of State and 
public officers but to ensure that the national values and principles of gover-
nance as engraved in the Constitution are upheld and adhered to at all times 
Kenya Country Bus Owners’ Association (Through Paul G. Muthumbi – 
Chairman, Samuel Njuguna – Secretary, Joseph Kimiri – Treasurer & 8 
others v Cabinet Secretary for Transport & Infrastructure & 5 others25  
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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This action is not intended to send shivers down the spines of State and 
public officers but to ensure that the national values and principles of gover-
nance as engraved in the Constitution are upheld and adhered to at all times 
Kenya Country Bus Owners’ Association (Through Paul G. Muthumbi – 
Chairman, Samuel Njuguna – Secretary, Joseph Kimiri – Treasurer & 8 
others v Cabinet Secretary for Transport & Infrastructure & 5 others25  
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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A checklist for those aggrieved by an administrative decision

1. Read the reasons given for the decision. If you have not been given reasons, ask for them: it is your right.
2. Think carefully about what has happened to you. After your initial disappointment or even anger, have   
 you really been treated wrongly?
3. What do you want to be done? A fresh decision? Compensation? 
4. How much time do you have―is this an urgent matter, or can you wait for justice?
5. Do you have the resources to go to court or do you need another solution?
6. Check the statement about the decision: does it tell you about possible redress, such a complaints   
 office or an internal appeal? If you do not use a system if it exists, you may find it hard to take other   
 courses of action.
7. If there is no internal mechanism, is it convenient to go to the Commission on Administrative Justice?   
 You do not have to go to their office personally―see their website at www.ombudsman.go.ke/ (which   
 tells you how to complain)
8. If your complaint is about the police, consider the police Internal Affairs Unit or IPOA
9. If it is really human rights consider the National Commission on Human Rights or the National Gender   
 and Equality Commission
10. If it is about land consider the National Land Commission (unless the complaint is about the NLC)
11. If you are determined to go to court, seek the advice/assistance of a layer or  relevant NGO such as
 Kituo cha Sheria, or FIDA.



Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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This action is not intended to send shivers down the spines of State and 
public officers but to ensure that the national values and principles of gover-
nance as engraved in the Constitution are upheld and adhered to at all times 
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Chairman, Samuel Njuguna – Secretary, Joseph Kimiri – Treasurer & 8 
others v Cabinet Secretary for Transport & Infrastructure & 5 others25  
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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This action is not intended to send shivers down the spines of State and 
public officers but to ensure that the national values and principles of gover-
nance as engraved in the Constitution are upheld and adhered to at all times 
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.

Endnotes to Chapter 5

1. The word “materially” means that the impact must be not merely some tiny and insignificant effect. This is not 
explained in the Act, but this is clear from the way it is generally used in law, and from dictionaries. 
2. They are said to include:
(i) the objects of the empowering provision;
(ii) the nature, purpose and likely effect of the administrative action concerned;
(iii) the nature and the extent of the departure;
(iv) the relation between the departure and its purpose;
(v) the importance of the purpose of the departure; and
(vi) the need to promote an efficient administration and good governance
3. See 2.5.26
4. Often called “Wednesbury unreasonableness” after the case of Associated Provincial Picture Houses Ltd. v 
Wednesbury Corporation [1948] 1 KB 223
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Chapter 2
How to Ensure that Administrative 
Action is Fair
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sometimes a person with the power to take an administrative action 
has no choice about what to do. We say there is no discretion to be exercised. 
But there is always a choice about how an action is carried out: if the action 
is not taken at all, or is much delayed, or is carried out with lack of respect to 
anyone affected, there is a failure to provide fair administrative action. 

2.1.2 The more difficult situations that face the public servant are when there 
is a choice, not a clear-cut direction as to what to do. These situations may 
include:

   •   Evaluating facts to draw a conclusion. For example, an officer may not be 
able to take an action unless he or she is “satisfied” about something. This 
may be about something quite simple, like whether a vehicle has been used 
on a public road for a period.3  Or it might be very complex, such as whether 
something is in the public interest,4  or whether a person is a ‘fit and proper 
person’ for a certain position.5  In order to be able to arrest someone the 
police must have reasonable suspicion that they have committed an offence.6 
   •   Making the decision from a range of possibilities. There may be a direction 
in the law to do one or other of two or three things (e.g. grant an application, 
refuse the application or grant it with conditions). The direction may be less 
precise: perhaps to act in the public interest, or to achieve some specific 
objective. Or there may be no clear indication given of what criteria are to be 
applied, or even what the range of possible decisions is. But this does not 
mean there is a completely free choice!

An institutional plan for decision making
2.1.3 If decisions may be complex, it would be wise for an officer or agency 
to be prepared in advance to ensure that the right steps are taken by prepar-
ing a short memo setting out the best way of handling them. It should cover:

a) What decision or action is possible? 
b) The pre-requisites, if any, necessary before certain decisions or actions  
 can be taken. 
c) Whether the existence of the pre-requisite dictate the officer or
 agency’s next step, or there is a choice. 
d) If there is a choice, what factors should influence or dictate  
 that choice?

e) Reminders about giving notice and necessary consultation
 and participation.
f) Reminders about time lines.
g) Reminders about communicating the decision and reasons. 

2.1.4 Thousands of public servants have the power, indeed the responsibili-
ty, to make choices. For example, the law says that, if a company has 
changed its articles of association (its constitution) but has not reported this 
to the Companies Registry, the Registrar “may” issue a notice requiring the 
company to do so. The core purpose of this Guide is to answer the question: 
are there limits on the freedom of action of a public servant or agency, like the 
Registrar of Companies, who or which has a choice? 

2.1.5 The Constitution gives a fairly resounding “No” by way of answer:
Every person has the right to administrative action that is expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair (Article 47(1)).

2.1.6 So the bulk of this Guide are about what those limits on action are. 
Most of the advice here fits under the heading of either lawful, reasonable or 
procedurally fair. The lines between the three headings is not a sharp, clear 
one—especially since the Fair Administrative Action Act of 2015 (from now on 
we call it the FAAA) put into law most of the principles usually associated with 
being “procedurally fair” and “reasonable”. So some overlap between 
sections is inevitable. “Expeditious”—a pompous way of saying 
“speedy”—can easily be fitted under the heading of procedurally fair. 
“Efficient”—while desirable—is as much a matter for the general public as for 
the individual affected by a decision or action. It is about not wasting public 
resources, financial, human or other.

On achieving the best balance
2.1.7 It would be wrong to focus on one or two elements of good decision 
making, and ignore others. A decision might be quick and seem to be 
efficient, using little time and resources, but if it is unreasonable, discriminato-
ry or in some other way wrong, its efficiency will not make right. Conversely, it 
is wrong to make an entirely fair and reasonable decision, but to take a very 
long time about it. 

2.1.8 The complexity is stressed by a judge in the quotation in the box. Other 
decisions  are likely to have many angles to them, just like appointments, on 
which a judge said:

“[F]air competition and merit, representation of Kenya’s diverse communi-
ties, affording adequate and equal opportunities to men and women, the 
members of all ethnic groups and persons with disabilities are all factors 
which must be considered in promotions and appointments.”  Justice Odunga 
in Republic v Attorney-General & 3 others Ex Parte Tom Odoyo Oloo7  

On not being intimidated!
2.1.9 It might seem as though there is a very long list of things that as an 
administrator you might do wrong. But many of the points are matters of 
routine. If you have a specific responsibility within your agency, your powers 
will be clear. Only if the law is changed, perhaps, or an unusual issue comes 
before you, will you generally have to worry about your powers. And many of 
the issues overlap or are even different ways of saying the same thing. This is 
why we do not have a heading “Abuse of power”, though judges and lawyers 
often like to use that expression. By itself the phrase does not tell us anything 
about what the administrator did or did not do; it just adds what seems to be 
a condemnatory phrase. 

2.1.10 An action may be wrong and may lead to the action being invalidated 
even if the administrator acted perfectly honestly and thought he or she was 
being entirely fair. However, one English court said, “Any decision reached by 
[a decision maker] in an individual case, assuming that all relevant matters are 
taken into account, will be subject to a ‘margin of judgement”.8  In other 
words, there is not necessarily just one “right” decision. Giving administrators 
scope to make decisions is intended to allow them to exercise judgement in 
adjusting those decisions to individual circumstances. 

2.1.11 Do bear in mind is that just because a way of doing things is well-es-
tablished in a department, this does not necessarily mean it meets the 
requirements of the Clonstitution, and, if it causes injustice, it is no response 
to say “this is the way we have always done things here”.

2.2. Lawful: the legal framework for action
What is the power?
2.2.1 A government, and any public body, and an artificial body like a com-
pany, can do only what the law positively allows. This is different from the 
position of human beings: from the legal point of view of law—though morality 
may restrain them—they can do anything that is not forbidden by law. So a 
public servant, or any state body, must be conscious of the question: “Do I 
have the power to do this?” before making a decision or taking other action. 
The answer to this question is going to be found in the Constitution or in 

ordinary law (Acts of Parliament or a County Assembly, regulations made 
under that law or in court decisions interpreting the written laws).

What does the law say?
2.2.2 An important factor in understanding the way decisions should be 
made or actions carried out is the language of the law (see the Box - Reading 
the Law). If it says that a person “shall” take a certain action, this is usually 
taken to mean the person must do it. Under the Companies Act, if the registrar 
of companies is satisfied that someone applying to register a company has 
complied with the requirements of the Act, the registrar “shall” register the 
company—that means must register it. Some expertise is required to make 
sure the Act is complied with, but then a fairly routine process must take place 
to register the company. No issues of judgment or choice really arise. 

2.2.3 If the law says the officer “may” that implies a choice. If the registrar of 
companies is satisfied that a company has changed its articles of association 
(its constitution) but has not reported this to the companies registry, he or she 
“may” issue a notice requiring the company to do so. There is nothing to say 
how the registrar decides whether to do so or not.

Box: Reading the law
Regular Acts of Parliament (and of county assemblies) and regulations made 
by officers and bodies that have the authority to make regulations, may be 
tough going for the non-lawyer. Yet public servants of all sorts may need to 
understand the law that regulated their particular department. 

Some important words
Law makers should choose their words carefully: people’s livelihoods, even lives, may depend 
on the law being clear. Unfortunately, there is not always enough care. And words do not 
always have really precise meanings. Courts—which are supposed to decide on the basis of 
what the intention was in making the law—sometimes have to decide that the lawmaker did not 
really mean ‘and’ but ‘or’, or ‘not ‘shall’ but ‘may’. Public officers are usually wise to stick to the 
usual meaning of words. This section explains a few common words found in laws:

    ‘and’ and ‘or’: ‘and’ means both or all the items. When the Energy Act says that to be 
qualified for a position a person must (a) be a holder of a university degree recognised 
in Kenya in the fields of engineering, physical sciences, law, finance, economics or 
energy; and (b) has at least seven years working experience in the relevant field, five of 
which is at a senior management level A person who does not have both the degree 
and the experience is not qualified. If the word emboldened had been ‘or’, a person 
who satisfied either condition would have been qualified.

    ‘shall’ is an instruction—something must be done or is a requirement. Don’t be confused 
by the fact that fashion seems to have developed in Kenya of using the word ‘shall’ —in 
the media and on notices, for example, not in law—to mean a pure statement of the 
future. For example, “anyone who breaks this rule shall be prosecuted”. It should be 
“will be prosecuted”. A statement in the Firearms Act that “A firearm certificate shall, 
unless previously revoked or cancelled, continue in force for one year from the date 
when it was granted or last renewed” means its validity must be for a year, though it 
may be revoked.

    ‘may’ gives a choice; “A licensing officer may at any time by notice in writing vary the 
conditions subject to which a firearm certificate is held”. The licensing officer is given a 
power to vary the conditions; this is not an order to vary them.

 
     ‘includes’ is a complicated word. Sometimes it means that one word embraces certain 

things or ideas, but these are examples not a comprehensive explanation of the first 
word. Very often the word is used in case the drafters have forgotten something. 
‘Includes’ is used just in case anything has been forgotten. For examples, “‘water’ 
includes drinking water, river, stream, water-course, reservoir, well, dam, canal, 
channel, lake swamp, open drain, or underground water”. (Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act (EMCA)) Sometimes it is clear that ‘includes’ is intended to clarify 
a word, but not to extend its meaning beyond the example given.

 
    ‘means’ is used if the drafter is clear about the meaning. EMCA defines “chemical”: 

“means a chemical substance in any form whether by itself or in a mixture or prepara-
tion, whether manufactured or derived from nature and for the purposes of this Act 
includes industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and drugs”. The words underlined 
give what might be considered an expanded definition of the word: many people would 
not necessarily think of something derived from nature as a chemical. And ‘includes’ 
here is used just for the sake of clarity. Clearly industrial chemicals, pesticides, fertiliz-
ers and drugs are chemicals.

 
    ‘notwithstanding’ means “although some other part of this section or this Act may say 

something different, what we say now applies to the specific situation we are dealing 
with”. An example is the Kenya Information and Communications Act s. 27(a), which 
says “A telecommunication operator shall ensure ‘the registration details of a subscrib-
er are kept in a secure and confidential manner’”. The next sub-section says that 
notwithstanding this, a telecommunications operator may disclose the registration 
particulars in certain circumstances that the sub-section specifies.

Many statutes have their own definitions: a few have just been quoted. This is the first place to 
look for the meaning of a word. Sometimes statutes even define a meaning for a particular 
section. 

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act explains how other Acts are to be read, including 
explaining certain words.  It also gives meanings to time periods – such as what is meant by 
“five days”. It does not apply “where there is something in the subject or context inconsistent 
with that construction or interpretation”. 

If none of these specialised sources explains a meaning, you should fall back on common 
sense and, perhaps, a good dictionary. Don’t rely on an English-Swahili dictionary. Translation 
is never an exact art. You need to know how the word is used in English, and perhaps in the 
particular context.

Warning: occasionally a court may decide that in a particular statute, the word “and” must be 
read as “or”, or the other way round, or the word “may” must be read as “must”. If the language 
of your statute seem to be nonsense, seek the advice of your legal department or a superior.

Open-ended lists: sometimes a statute gives a list of items and then indicates that it is not 
exhaustive. It may say the list “includes” these, or that “any other…” included. For example, the 
Basic Education Act speaks of a principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private 
sector and other stakeholders”. In deciding who to involve an education body should ask itself 
whether this list itself gives guidance as to who is to be involved. In this case the word “stake-
holder” also limits the list, so any other group involved would have to fit into that, rather vague, 
expression.

2.2.4 The relevant law for a particular government agency must be the start-
ing point, and public servants will—or should—be aware of that law and what 
it says about their powers. However, that law alone might not be enough. If the 
specific law does not ensure fair administrative action, agencies must develop 
procedures to satisfy the Constitution and the FAA Act.
 
2.2.5 In fact, if the specific law actually prevents the Constitution being com-
plied with, it would be unconstitutional, if it. It is more likely that regulations will 
be held to be unconstitutional, but sometimes even an Act of Parliament, or 
part of it, is unconstitutional. It is not impossible that a court might declare an 
Act unconstitutional because it prescribed a process for an administrative 
decision that omitted some important step (such as notice to the person likely 
to be affected, a hearing or public participation).

“Directives” from above: lawful in content and in form?
2.2.6 Officers, even senior officers, may be tempted sometimes to issue 
orders that do not have legal backing. It is public servants and agencies that 
are expected to carry out these directives. For example, no-one may order the 
Director of Public Prosecutions to take a particular person to court (Constitu-
tion Article 157(10)). Even the President has no power to tell an independent 
Commission what to do.

“Well meaning as the directive may have been, it gave the impression, and 
we believe any reasonable person would have perceived it as such, that the 
President was directing the EACC on how and within what period to 
discharge its mandate.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others9  

2.2.7 The Cabinet Secretary for Security may give directions to the Inspec-
tor-General of Police (IGP) about matters about policy, but not about investi-
gating any particular crime, enforcing the law against any particular person or 
treatment of any particular member of the policy (Article 245(4)). “[I]n matters 
of enforcement of the law the buck stops with the Inspector-General of 
Police”.10  However, the Director of Public Prosecutions may give specific 
direction to the IGP (Article 157(4)).

2.2.8 Often directions must be in writing. Under the Constitution, Cabinet 
decisions, and the Cabinet Secretary’s directions to the IGP must be in 
writing.11 And many statutes allow directions from one body to another, but in 
writing.  Administrative actors should treat any such directive that comes 
orally as being invalid, and request that it be put in writing before it can be 
complied with.

Does this person (or this body) have the legal power?
National or county power?
2.2.9 Counties have limited powers. They can only make laws about func-
tions that are listed as county functions in Schedule Four of the Constitution. 
Control of outdoor advertising, for example, is listed as a county power.12   
They can also administer issues over which they have made law. And some-
times they have power to administer matters under a national law.

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others13

  
2.2.10 But sometimes counties pass law on subjects over which they have no 
power. For example, a county cannot pass law about universities, and they 
have very limed taxing powers. A public servant in a county may find that he 
or she is doing something that the county had no power to do, even if he or 
she is carefully following the procedures laid down in county law. 

The right officer?
2.2.11 Something done by the wrong person or body will be legally ineffective. 
The average public servant need not bother about whether he or she has a 
certain power. It would be quite hard to say to one’s boss “I don’t think I am 
the right officer under the Act to do this”. But senior officers, especially those 
who allocate work, should be aware of the issue. 
 
[T]he role of a non-regulating officer, including an OCPD, in the context of 
public meetings or processions is limited and does not certainly include … 
postponement of such meetings or processions. Justice Lenaola in Boniface 
Mwangi v Inspector-General of Police & 5 others.14  

2.2.12 An Act might give the power to a whole body not to a particular office. 
So the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission (IEC) “The Com-
mission shall compile and maintain the Register of Voters”. No other body 
should compile the list, but within the Commission the responsibility is not 
given to particular offices. The Commission itself allocates responsibilities.
 
2.2.13 But the regulations under the Election Act say, “The constituency 
returning officer shall be responsible for  … tallying, announcing and declar-
ing, in the prescribed form, the final results from each polling station in a 
constituency for the election of a member of the National Assembly and mem-
bers of the county assembly”.  And in a completely different sphere, “An 
administrative officer, a veterinary officer, a police officer of or above the rank 
of Inspector, an inspector or any person authorized by the Director may seize 
and detain any stray dog or stray cat in a rabies control area.”

“[A]s there is no authority under the Constitution for the County Government 
to make a levy on forest produce from state forests, the supremacy of the 
Constitution must prevail over any noble desires to raise revenue for the 
provision of services in the County.” Justice Muriithi in Raiply Woods (K) 
Ltd & another v Baringo County & 3 others

2.2.14 Sometimes a responsibility is given to a Cabinet Secretary; many Acts 
say that the Cabinet Secretary “may make regulations”. You might ask “which 
Cabinet Secretary?” The Act will usually say; so, for example, the Insurance 
Act gives this power to the Cabinet Secretary “responsible for matters relating 
to finance”. The President, after putting together a new Cabinet, publishes an 
Executive Order saying which Cabinet Secretaries are responsible for which 
Acts of Parliament. 

2.2.15 A court decided that a Deputy County Commissioner (within the 
National Government Coordination system) could not change ward boundar-
ies: under law that was a matter for the Independent Election and Boundaries 
Commission.15  And when the Council of Legal Education told a university to 
close its law department it was going beyond its powers and trespassing on 
those of the Higher Education Commission.16  It is unfortunate if bodies with 
related powers do not try to cooperate but each try to do what the other is 
supposed, and qualified, to do. 

“In my view the turf wars that have given rise to and characterised these 
proceedings are uncalled for and are totally unnecessary. The Commission 
and the Council ought to realise that they hold offices in the public service 
and hence the powers they exercise are to be exercised in a manner compati-
ble with the principle of service to the people of Kenya, and for their well-be-
ing and benefit.” Justice Odunga in Moi University v Council of Legal 
Education.

Right body, wrong make-up
2.2.16 Something done by a body that does not have the right composition is 
also invalid. An occasional vacancy in a generally properly constituted body is 
no problem,17  though a quorum will still be required.
 
2.2.17 A court decided that, when the Council of Legal Education did not have 
the membership required by the law, it had not made valid decisions.18  Another 
court held that the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission could not recom-
mend prosecutions to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) when it had no 
commissioners, because staff could only act on the direction of the commis-
sioners.19  This decision is a bit worrying, and future courts may clarify when a 
body lacking its policy making and governance element is so paralysed.

2.2.18 A body made up of several people that has to decide something, espe-
cially when it is a matter of hearing evidence and reaching a conclusion, ought 
to consist of the same people throughout the process, and they should not 
decide without hearing the evidence.20

  
2.2.19 Suppose the officer who makes a decision or carries out an action 
does not have the necessary qualification and should never have been 
appointed? When South Africa appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions 
about whose integrity there was doubt, the Constitutional Court declared that 
he could not continue to hold the office, but instructed that any decision he 
took while in office remained valid.21  Courts will try to avoid the serious 
disruptions that might occur if decisions of someone who turned out to be 
disqualified were all held invalid. But a department of agency should consider 
whether someone who was not qualified might have made poor decisions, 
and perhaps set up a procedure for reconsidering those decisions.

Does the person with the power have to exercise it
personally or can they delegate it to someone else?
2.2.20 Generally speaking a person, or body, given powers by law must 
personally exercise that power. This does not necessarily mean with his or her 
own hands. A veterinary officer who decides to seize a rabid dog does not 
have to handle the dog: he or she could order someone else to do so. That 
other person would be acting as the agent of the vet. But the vet would have 
to make the decision to seize the dog. When Parliament intends a function to 
be carried out by a Ministry, it will often say the “Cabinet Secretary shall”. It is 
not assuming that everything is done personally by the CS. The civil servants 
within the Ministry are agents—acting on behalf of—the CS. But certain 
important functions should be performed personally. In the case of the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions the Constitution says that those powers may be 
exercised by officers within the department acting on the DPP’s instructions.22  
This is not delegation.

2.2.21 Various Acts allow a body with certain power to delegate its power to 
particular officers or bodies within the body that holds the power.*  The Presi-
dent, the Attorney-General or a Cabinet Secretary who has a power under an 
Act may delegate that power to a person or an office. 

2.2.22 In all these cases, delegation has to be done formally, in writing. It is 
important to know who can actually exercise powers.23   Sometimes there 
must be a notice about delegation in the government Gazette.  

2.2.23 When Parliament feels it is appropriate to allow powers to be delegat-
ed, it says so explicitly. If an Act does not specifically allow delegation, the 
courts might consider that Parliament did not intend it to be possible.

What can’t be delegated?
2.2.24 A power given by the Constitution cannot be delegated, unless the 
Constitution says so. So, for example, the President could not delegate to 
anyone else the power to formally appoint the Chief Justice or to pardon a 
criminal. 

2.2.25 And Acts allowing delegation of powers may exclude certain powers; a 
county Governor may assign certain responsibilities to his or her Deputy—but 
not power to appoint or dismiss (such as members of the County Executive 
Committee), or any other powers assigned to the Governor by the Constitu-
tion.24  

2.2.26 The power to make “delegated legislation”, such as regulations under 
an Act, may not be delegated. This does not mean that the Cabinet Secretary 
must write the regulations personally—this will be done by the civil servants, 
and the lawyers of the State Law Office—but he or she should not only sign 
them but take care to understand them. For more on delegated legislation see 
Chapter 3.

2.2.27 Any officer or body with certain powers should take care to ensure that 
it is legally possible to delegate the power to someone else, and that the right 
procedure for delegating the power has been used. The law is not always very 
clear. The National Police Service Commission can delegate to the heads of 
the police services various functions but not making regulations, reporting to 
the President or “any function the delegation of which would amount to unjus-
tified delegation of the Commission’s discretion”. The phrase “unjustified 
delegation” is not very helpful to the Commission. The Commission was 
wrong to delegate to its recruitment powers to sub-county recruitment com-
mittees, and that even if it had the power to delegate it had not followed the 
correct procedure, which required delegation to be in writing. Similarly, the 
Director-General of the Civil Aviation Authority could not delegate authority to 
suspend a licence over the phone when the Act said delegation must be in 
writing.25  

Abdicating one’s role
2.2.28 Sometimes officers or bodies simply seem to give up to someone else 
what ought to be their own functions. The Rural Electrification Authority was 
wrong to allow the local MP to override a decision about the route for its 
cables that had been agreed and was acceptable to the community.26

  

2.2.29 Members of constitutionally independent bodies or holders of indepen-
dent offices must be particularly careful to make their own decisions. A delib-
erate decision is made to take certain decisions away from the hands of politi-
cians and give them to independent offices or bodies. When the Ethics and 
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) asked the Ministry to investigate a 
procurement contract for corruption, and the Ministry had contracted the task 
to an accountancy firm, a judge said that Commission cannot delegate its 
core business.  “It is a violation of the Commission’s independence and man-
date.”27

  
2.2.30 An even more serious case involved the President, the EACC and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The President directed the EACC to 
complete investigations on some people within 60 days and forward the 
report without delay to the DPP. Just as bad: the DPP did not seem to have 
made up his own mind, and instead just adopted the EACC’s recommenda-
tion to prosecute. But the post of the DPP is created precisely so that he or 
she should decide who should be prosecuted.

“[The DPP should be] guided only by the Constitution, the law, and the 
evidence. He is not a rubber stamp, to mechanically approve the recommen-
dations of the EACC.” Court of Appeal in Michael Sistu Mwaura Kamau v 
Ethics & Anti-Corruption Commission & 4 others28  

2.2.31 Sometimes a person will need technical information, or other facts 
before making a decision. This does not stop the final decision being that of 
the person with the mandate to make the decision. But that person must take 
care that he or she is evaluating the material and not abdicating the responsi-
bility to the experts or the people providing the facts.

The extent of the power
2.2.32 Even if it is clear who has the power, the person exercising that power 
must make sure that he or she does not go further than the power provided 
for. When the former Kwale County Council, and the Commissioner of Lands, 
allocated a piece of land in Funzi Island for use as a boat landing, they went 
beyond their powers. They could have done this if the land had been trust land 
(under the old Trust Land Act), but it was in reality both public land and gazett-
ed forest. The County Council had no power to allocate either of these types 
of land.29  When the Kenya Roads Act gave the Urban Roads Authority power 
to order someone to remove structure built on or under a road, it did not give 
it power to order removal of a structure over a power line.30  The Insurance 
Regulatory Authority had power to regulate the insurance business, but this 
did not include any power to set prices charged by insurance companies to 

their customers.31  A water services board was wrong to proceed with a water 
supply project before necessary approval under environmental legislation had 
been received.32  A Permanent Secretary (now termed Principal Secretary) who 
had the responsibility to act as coordinator of an agreement about how prices 
of imported crude oil were fixed, had no power to fix the prices himself.33

 
2.2.33 Some actions are to be carried out only by a judicial authority. They 
cannot be treated as an administrative matter. This is particularly so of impos-
ing a fine. The Kenyan National Highway Authority could not be given power 
to impose something it called a “fee” but was really a fine for overloading.34 

2.2.34 These decisions required the courts involved to read, interpret and 
apply the relevant Acts, and in the Funzi Island case to decide under which 
Act the land came. The law was not difficult to understand in either case. But 
in some cases it may be more complex. If in doubt, officers should consult 
their senior, and senior staff take legal advice.

2.2.35 Bodies with express powers can also do what is necessary to carry out 
those powers.  In fact an Act often says this; the Kenya Meat Commission can 
“do all lawful things incidental or conducive to the exercise or enjoyment of 
the rights, interests and powers conferred upon it by this Act”.35

  
The impact of other laws
2.2.36 The Funzi Island case shows that it is often not enough to look only at 
the Act that gives powers to an office or a body. The Constitution lies behind 
many of the limits on powers that we are discussing in this section; one exam-
ple is the requirement (under the former Constitution as well as the 2010 one) 
that a person arrested must be taken before a court within 24 hours.36  The 
diligent public servant may also have to be aware of other Acts, or even inter-
national treaties. So a decision of the government to repatriate all Somalia 
refugees was a violation of the 1951 Refugee Convention (its prohibition of 
sending refugees back to places where their life or freedom would be threat-
ened because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion), and of the Organization of Africa Unity 
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee in Africa.37  These 
treaties are part of Kenyan law (under the Constitution Article 2(6)).

The right procedure
2.2.37 It is very important to follow the procedures laid down in the law in 
making decisions or carrying out other administrative actions. If the proce-
dures laid down are not followed, the attempt to exercise the powers will 
probably be ineffective, meaning a court could set it aside. Why we say “prob-

ably be ineffective” we explain below (see paras. 2.2.46-48). Here we are 
discussing procedures required under the law giving the powers to a person 
or body. The general procedural requirements under the Constitution and the 
law are discussed later. Note: we are not here talking about whether the deci-
sion was wise, just whether it was properly made.

2.2.38 The sorts of procedural steps that may be demanded by the specific 
law include giving notice, time limits, and consultation with “stakeholders”. 
The legislation must be read carefully. “After consultation with” is less 
demanding than “in consultation with” which comes close to joint decision 
making. 

2.2.39 The National Land Commission tried to acquire land compulsorily, but 
used the wrong procedure under the Land Act.38  And for the Cabinet Secre-
tary to prepare forms on land registration without the advice of the NLC, as the 
law required, meant that the forms were invalid.39 

2.2.40 The National Environmental Tribunal said it was “to say the least, disas-
trous” when the National Environmental Management Authority failed to 
consult a technical advisory committee as required by its own regulations 
before going ahead to approve the construction of a shopping complex.40 

Pre-conditions
2.2.41 A decision maker must ensure that any required pre-condition is satis-
fied. The Registrar of Political Parties could not deregister a political party 
because it had merged with another unless he or she had received a state-
ment in writing that the merger had taken place and had ensured that the 
statement came from the relevant party officials.41

  
2.2.42 Provisions about an officer being able to do something if he or she is 
satisfied about certain facts are quite common. Clearly that person must be 
satisfied before taking action. If the person has not had available material 
which would have been essential to satisfaction the “satisfaction” pre-condi-
tion has not been satisfied.
 
2.2.43 Before the Cabinet Secretary could declare a building a protected 
monument, he or she had to be satisfied that it was of historical interest, must 
consult with the National Museum, must publish a notice in the Gazette 
inviting objections, and must consider any objections raised whether or not 
the person was satisfied. In the absence of adequate evidence the first 
pre-condition was not satisfied and the declaration of a house as a protected 
area or monument was invalid.42

  

2.2.44 When the Kenya Forestry Service Board had to be satisfied that a state 
plantation forest could be “efficiently managed through a licence, concession 
or joint agreement” before taking steps to set up such an arrangement, “for 
the Board to be said to have been satisfied, … it must consider all the relevant 
factors.” And public participation now had to be part of that process.43

  
2.2.45 We shall discuss later whether the court will look at whether the person 
was actually reasonable in being satisfied (para. 2.5.6).

Is the action necessarily invalid even if some procedures are not followed?
2.2.46 The conscientious public servant should assume that all procedural 
requirements should be followed. But sometimes a requirement that is desir-
able may not be thought by the courts to be so important that failure to follow 
it must invalidate the decision or action. The courts will try to understand what 
was intended by Parliament when it passed the law. Probably Parliament did 
not think about it—why would they insert a requirement that they thought did 
not need to be followed? If the Act says something “shall” happen, it will often 
be interpreted as meaning “must”—but not always. “Shall” sometimes is read 
to mean something less than compulsory. 

2.2.47 Some procedural requirements definitely must be followed. Failing to 
have the approval of someone else before acting, if statute requires it, will 
invalidate the action. In deciding whether a requirement is compulsory the 
courts are all the time trying to understand the intention of the lawmakers, and 
they will consider various factors including the seriousness of the conse-
quences of insisting on the requirement. The requirement under the Statutory 
Instruments Act about laying an instrument before Parliament was a mandato-
ry requirement; one reason was that the Act specified the consequences of 
not laying it—namely that the instrument was invalid.44 
 
2.2.48 How important a requirement is does not depend on the Act alone. For 
example, a requirement for consultation might in the past not have been 
thought to be a compulsory requirement, but with the Constitution’s emphasis 
on public participation it would be best now to consider it as a binding require-
ment.

2.3 Procedurally fair
Where to find guidance on fairness
2.3.1 Apart from the specific requirements of the law that gives power, which 
we have just looked at, the law—mostly originally made by the judges, but 
now much of it in the Fair Administrative Action Act— generally requires fair 
procedure. 

2.3.2 The Constitution is also an important source on principles. Apart from 
Article 47, the inspiration for this entire Handbook, and other human rights 
(which we discuss in a little more detail (see pp. 30-33) there are values laid 
down for everyone who applies any law or makes or implements public policy 
(Article 10). There are values and principle laid down for the public service 
(Article 232), principles of public finance (Article 201) and a set of objects of 
devolution (Article 174) all of which Articles will be relevant to some adminis-
trative actions and decisions.

2.3.3 National laws are being developed that set out these various values 
and principles in more detail, including the Public Service (Values and Princi-
ples) Act and the Public Participation Bill. A number of counties have already 
passed public participation laws.45

  
2.3.4 There are various codes of conduct and ethics developed by the Public 
Service Commission or other agencies; some of the principles are directly 
relevant to fair decision making.46  Some civil society organisations have also 
produced useful guides. The list of further reading at the end include
examples. 

Box: National values and principles
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 
democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social 
justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 
protection of the marginalised; good governance,

International Standards
2.3.5 Guidance on ways to respect human rights is available from various 
sources, including Kenyan statutes. Specific agencies will have their own 
guidance. Kenyan human rights bodies and international bodies—including 
those under African Charter on Human and People’s Rights—may make 
concrete proposals. This is not the place to explore these in detail. An interest-
ing example is the “Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development based 
Evictions and Displacement”,47  relevant to the right to housing, which have 
been endorsed by Kenyan courts.

2.3.6 International guidelines may be relevant for other purposes, not neces-
sarily protection of right. For example the United Nations Principles and 
Recommendations for Population and Housing Census are self-explanatory.48

Impartiality: being free from bias—
and any appearance of bias

75. (1) A State officer shall behave…  in a manner that avoids—  . 
(a) any conflict between personal interests and public or official duties; 
(b) compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
                   Constitution of Kenya 

2.3.1 Bias is a serious problem not just because of unfairness to the individu-
al, but reasonable suspicion of bias by decision makers undermines the 
system. Public confidence in the impartiality of decision makers is essential 
for any decision making institution, whether it is the courts, or an officer giving 
a licence.

2.3.2 The law granting a power may expressly forbid any person involved in 
making decision from participating if they stand to benefit personally.*  But the 
principle is general—and wider.

2.3.3 Being biased—or not impartial—means not deciding on the basis of 
the facts but on the basis of some existing prejudice or self-interest. Close 
relationships or financial interests are the most obvious but not the only possi-
ble causes of bias. Religious or other beliefs may affect a person’s decisions. 
Decision makers should always be aware of the risks of bias, and keep an 
open mind. 

2.3.4 In most cases when people complain of bias, they are not saying that 
the decision maker is actually biased. The real question is: would a reasonable 
person who knew the facts have thought there was a real possibility of bias. 
The decision maker should be aware not only of the risk that they might be 
biased, but also if there is any risk that they might seem to be biased. 

2.3.5 For the Council of Legal Education to decide against a university before 
a provisional period of accreditation had expired suggested bias.49  The Capi-
tal Markets Authority (CMA) studied and approved an issue of bonds by a 
bank. A few months later the bank was put into receivership. The CMA then 
began an investigation into the bond issue. A court held that the bank’s direc-
tors were justified in sensing the possibility of bias on the part of the CMA 
because of the possibility that CMA’s own staff were at fault in the process of 
approval of the bond issue.50

 

Conflict of interest
2.3.6 Bias and conflict of interest are closely related. That is clear from the 
Capital Markets Case. Anyone who works in an agency and who also runs a 
business that tries to supply goods or services to the same agency has a 
possible conflict of interest: they may be tempted to try to influence the deci-
sion as to who should supply the goods or services in favour of their own busi-
ness. The same is true if one’s family member owns such a business, or seeks 
employment.

How can bias be avoided?
2.3.7 Ideally, a person who has personal financial interests that are likely to 
be affected by decisions made in a particular office should not be appointed 
to that office at all, especially if the conflict of interest is likely to be a frequent 
issue. Sometimes, appointees to senior positions may be required to dispose 
of those interests on taking office, or at least while they are in office play no 
part in the management of their affairs. Ideally, no-one should be able to 
contract with their own agency.

Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics: 
General Code of Conduct and Ethics (extract)
Conflict of interest
(1) A public officer shall use his best efforts to avoid being in a position in which his   
 personal interests conflict with his official duties.
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a public officer shall not hold shares or  
 have any other interest in a corporation, partnership of other body, directly or through  
 another person, if holding those shares or having that interest would result in the public  
 officer's personal interests conflicting with his official duties
(3) A public officer whose personal interests conflict with his official duties shall—
(a) declare the personal interests to his superior or other appropriate body and comply  
 with any directions to avoid the conflict; and
(b) refrain from participating in any deliberations with respect to the matter.
(4) Notwithstanding any directions to the contrary under subsection (3)(a), a public officer  
 shall not award a contract, or influence the award of a contract, to—
(a) himself;
(b) a spouse or relative;
(c) a business associate; or
(d) a corporation, partnership or other body in which the officer has an interest.

2.3.14 Even if the specific law does not say so, an administrator who stands 
to gain financially if a decision is made in a certain way (like making a licensing 

decision about a company in which they have shares) should withdraw from 
making the decision. If this is impossible, they should ensure that they get 
advice from others who do not have the same financial interest. Similarly, 
decision makers should avoid being involved in decisions affecting close 
relatives or friends.

2.3.15 Ensuring that all necessary technical information is available and prop-
erly evaluated is a way of avoiding bias. If possible, the final decision maker 
should leave collecting the data to someone else; for example, withdrawing a 
licence should be done on the basis of information collected by someone 
else. This is ideal even if there is no actual suspicion of bias: it avoids any 
feeling that one official is being both prosecutor and judge.

2.3.16 The CMA could have delegated its investigation to another body, or 
asked the Capital Markets Tribunal to deal with it,51  or it could delegate func-
tions to a committee of its board.52  So it could avoid the appearance of bias 
while still carrying out its functions.

2.3.17 If a decision making officer or body realises that there is a risk of 
appearance of bias, but there is no easy way for the decision to be made by 
someone else, they could organise a meeting at which the parties affected by 
the decision would be told about the problem and asked if they object. Just 
asking might allay fears about the impartiality of the decision maker. 

2.3.18 And it is wise to ask advice from a senior officer or the agency’s lawyer 
about the best course of action.

2.3.19 A particular sort of bias can happen if an administrative procedure is 
set up so that the same officer initiates action against a person, and can make 
a final decision, without any more neutral officer being involved. “The immi-
gration officer summons the person, interrogates him and makes the decision. 
In short, he is the investigator, arbiter and executioner,” said a judge.53 

“A person facing a decision maker ought not be left dissatisfied and bearing a 
sense that justice might not or would not be done.” Justice Onguto in Popat 
v Capital Markets Authority

Having regard only to relevant matters
2.3.20 A decision maker must base his or her decision on relevant factors, 
taking into account all that are relevant, and ignoring irrelevant ones. The 
factors that should guide the decision making are sometimes indicated in the 
law. The factors listed may be very general or very detailed.54   Some Acts give 
little more guidance than referring to the “public interest”. 

2.3.21 When considering applying to take over or withdraw a case, the DPP 
must “have regard to the public interest, the interests of the administration of 
justice and the need to prevent and avoid abuse of the legal process” (Consti-
tution Article 157(11)). When deciding whether to protect a witness under the 
Witness Protection Act the Director must have regard to the seriousness of 
the offence about which the witness will give evidence, the nature and impor-
tance of that evidence and the nature of the perceived danger to the witness.55  
Officers (the Director of the Witness Protection Programme is one) will often 
be permitted by the law to take into account other factors they think are 
relevant. 

Identifying relevant facts
2.3.22 Not all relevant facts will be already known to the decision maker. It 
may be necessary to undertake investigations. When the Energy Regulatory 
Commission decided to cancel a tender because of “emerging technical 
issues”, there should have been evidence to show that this was true.56 

Purpose of the Act
2.3.14 The reason the law was passed is a good guide to what factors are 
relevant. The purpose of an Act is sometimes spelled out in its long title. A 
modern development has been to include a provision about the objects of the 
Act as a section (such as s. 3 of the Access to Information Act). But it may be 
necessary to go further, to look, for example, at the Constitution.

2.3.15 The National Police Service Commission was created to move away 
from the past “dogged by allegations of massive corruption, ineptitude and a 
violation of its own motto ‘Utumishi kwa Wote – Service for All’ including 
carrying out recruitment.”57  Another judge relied on the Constitution to identi-
fy the purpose of the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act: “that 
procurement process must strictly conform to the constitutional dictates of 
transparency, openness, accountability, fairness and generally the rule of 
law”. The judge commented “had the Review Board considered the constitu-
tional underpinnings of procurement processes as outlined above, it would 
have in my view arrived at a different conclusion.”58  He also said that in his 
view the scheme of the Act was “to protect innocent bidders from being 
unfairly disadvantaged or deprived of the tender on flimsy grounds.”

Irrelevant factors
2.3.16 “If the Respondents took into account such factors as corruption, 
tribalism, nepotism and other malpractices in the recruitment process that 
would amount to considering irrelevant factors”. This comment by a judge 

shows some obvious irrelevant factors.59  In fact, relying on such consider-
ations would be discrimination under Article 27 of the Constitution. Similarly 
to deregister a school because its proprietor was a foreigner was an irrelevant 
consideration (because the Act allowing deregistration did not give this as a 
ground) and was also discriminatory.60 

2.3.17 Equally, political party is an irrelevant consideration in almost all deci-
sions. This is clearly stated in the Constitution (Article 239(3)) for the national 
security organs, but is just as important for all public decision makers. 

2.3.18 Equally clearly, taking an action because a bribe has been given is not 
only taking into account an irrelevant factor, but is a crime. 

2.3.19 Identifying other irrelevancies may be harder. The officer will be on fairly 
safe ground if he or she takes care to be clear what the purpose of the power 
to be exercised is, and what considerations if any the law requires to be taken 
account of. He or she must also take care that no decision is influenced by 
considerations of the personal characteristics of anyone affected (whether 
they are polite or rude, their age, sex, race, wealth or social status etc.) unless 
this is what the law actually requires―see para. 2.2.25 on affirmative action..

Not tying one’s own hands
2.3.20 When an officer is given the power to make a decision, and that deci-
sion involves some sort of choice, it is quite wrong to make in advance rulings 
or schemes that will prevent each case being considered individually. The 
discretion must not be fettered or chained. In one case this was described as 
“applying a rigid, excluding and one-size-fits-all criteria which excludes 
persons in other classes, but whom the law envisages”. The case concerned 
admission to a programme at the Kenya School of Law.61  (In fact the School 
also misinterpreted the law, discriminated against some candidates, and 
violated the right to education). 

2.3.21 An interesting recent example was in England. A coroner (with respon-
sibility for conducting inquests in case of unexplained deaths) had an 
announced policy of strictly first come first served. Organisations representing 
members of certain religions, such as Jews and Muslims, for whom burial of 
the deceased ideally within one day of death was an important principle, 
objected. The court said that: 

   •   There is no objection to having policy provided it is not too rigid.
   •   But if it is over-rigid, making it impossible to take individual
       circumstances into account, it is not permitted. This was the case here,  
       the court held.62

 

Understanding discrimination
2.3.22 The Constitution (Article 27) prohibits discrimination on the basis of 
personal characteristics. Some are listed: race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, 
health status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, 
conscience, belief, culture, dress, language or birth. And this is not an exhaus-
tive list. An administrator must not allow his or her decision or action to be 
affected by any of these factors, unless it is to discriminate positively (see 
para. 2.3.25). 

2.3.23 The administrator should also note that the Constitution prohibits “indi-
rect discrimination”. Indirect discrimination happens if some criterion for 
making decisions has the effect that some people are adversely affected 
because of some personal characteristic—even if there was no intention to 
discriminate. A simple example is that a height qualification for a certain posi-
tion will probably have the effect of discriminating against women, because 
they are on average shorter than men. Those who lay down criteria should 
bear this in mind. Is it really necessary to have a particular criterion? If it is 
necessary to achieve fair treatment for people who have suffered discrimina-
tion in the past, then it is not wrong. 

2.3.24 A rigid principle of equality can actually have discriminatory impacts. 
The first come first served rule of the English coroner was discriminatory in 
effect because Jewish and Muslim families of deceased persons were being 
prevented from complying with their faith in a way that Christians were not.63 

Positive discrimination or affirmative action
2.3.25 There are circumstances, however, when personal characteristics of 
people affected by a decision are not irrelevant. Article 27 of the Constitution 
allows—it even mandates—affirmative action. This is to “redress any disad-
vantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination”. 
Programmes giving preference to the youth or women or persons with disabil-
ity are examples. It is important to remember that the Constitution requires 
such programmes to be on the basis of “genuine need”. The idea was to avoid 
creating programmes intended for disadvantaged communities but in which it 
was possible for the benefit of the scheme to go to those members of those 
communities who are not in fact disadvantaged. 

Other human rights and administrative action
2.3.26 Every action of every public body—and every private action, 
too—should be consistent with human rights. The box on p.32 lists the main 
rights, but here we want to make the connection between the work of the 

administrator and certain rights that are particularly relevant to the work of the 
public servant. It is all too easy for someone, public or private employee, to 
focus on the demands, and traditions, of their own organisation. Human rights 
require that person to be aware of the bigger picture: of the rights of individu-
als and of the values and aspirations of the nation as a whole.
a) Dignity: everyone (including the person with disability, the elderly, the  
 homeless, the insane, the foreigner, the transgender person, and the  
 prisoner) must be treated with respect for their dignity as human   
 beings. They must not be addressed in a derogatory manner, or denied  
 the power to make their own decisions. A court was clear that prison  
 searches must be conducted in a way that respected the dignity of an  
 intersex prisoner even though that person had been condemned to  
 death.64  The Ombudsman decided that it was wrong to ignore medical  
 recommendations about conditions suitable for a prisoner with   
 asthma.65  To discriminate against a person on the basis of their sexual  
 orientation was a violation of their dignity.66 
b) Privacy: personal matters and private lives, homes and
 correspondence must not be intruded into unless it is inevitable,
 and justified by law.
c) No inhuman or degrading treatment: no-one must be subjected to  
 violence, torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment; to detain TB   
 patients in prison violated this right,67  as did subjecting men to anal  
  and HIV testing to determine whether they had engaged in
 homosexual activity.68 
d) Freedom of expression and the media: in some periods of Kenya’s  
 past, individuals were harassed, even tortured, because they   
 expressed views critical of government. And media were equally
  muzzled. Today Kenya is committed to the philosophy that a diversity  
 of views is necessary for national progress. Article 33 deals with   
 freedom of expression generally and Article 34 with the media,
 including the principles that the State must apply in dealing with
 the media.*
e) Culture and religion: everyone has the right to practice their culture  
 along with other members of their community and to practice their  
 religion. To insist that students have to go to class,   or workers to   
 attend meetings on a day that their religion insists is dedicated to   
 religious observance may be a violation of the second right.69   

2.3.27 It was a violation of the right to property for the Mombasa County 
Government to take over the business of Kenya Ferry Services, and no 
answer to say that they still owned the land.70 
 
2.3.28 Health, education, food, water and sanitation are among the rights 
protected in Article 43. This is too complicated a topic to deal with here, but 
policy and decision makers should remember that they have a duty not to 
interfere with the enjoyment of these rights, and may have duties to go further 
and positively protect and promote them, and may even have a duty to 
provide the necessities to achieve them. The duty to respect—not positively 
to interfere with the rights—is not limited to agencies with special responsibili-
ties (Ministry of Education for education etc.) but applies to everyone.

Transparency
2.3.29 Secrecy is the opposite of the value of transparency that is one of the 
national values in Article 10 of the Constitution. A judge said that “Transparen-
cy and accountability demand that public officers make public their intended 
decisions and thereafter strictly adhere to their publicised intentions.” He said 
that to advertise fewer posts than a county public service board intended to fill 
and did fill was a breach not only of the relevant Act71  but also of Article 10.72

 
2.3.30 Article 47 and the FAAA are quite detailed about when information 
should be supplied in connection with making fair decisions. But sometimes 
people might ask for more information, or people not entitled to information 
under the FAAA may ask for information, relying on another Article of the 
Constitution and another Act.

2.3.31 That other Article is 35—on the right of access to information. The 
details of the right and the procedures, and also the duty of public bodies to 
be pro-active in putting out information, are spelled out in the Access to Infor-
mation Act 2016. Dealing with access to information requests should be the 
duty of a designated office for each agency, rather than the general staff. So it 
is not necessary to go in any detail into that here, but a skeleton outline of the 
Act is given in the box on page 34.  

Public interest
2.3.32 It is the duty of decision makers to do what is in the public interest. 
However, many will have clear directions in law about what they must base 
their decisions on, and no separate power to consider the public interest. In 
other words, Parliament has decided how the public interest is to be protected.
 
2.3.33 But if a decision maker does have discretion, with scope to consider 
the public interest it wrong to ignore that public interest.73

Box: The right of access to information
Citizens (including under the Act bodies controlled by citizens) have the right 
to seek information held by any public body.  The system is supposed to be 
readily accessible and cheap for the ordinary citizen.

Agencies are required to respond promptly.

There are some reasons that may justify the agency refusing to provide infor-
mation. Briefly, they include: military and intelligence matters; and Cabinet 
documents; when disclosure might endanger life, or infringe privacy, harm a 
company’s commercial interests, interfere with fair trial, or hinder govern-
ment’s management of the economy. A factor that might be of particular 
concern is if disclosure might interfere with reaching a conclusion on some-
thing that is under active consideration.

But a court may decide that public interest in disclosure outweighs any inter-
est in maintaining secrecy—factors that might lead a court to make this deci-
sion are that disclosure would promote accountability of public entities to the 
public; or effective oversight of expenditure of public funds; to promote 
informed debate on issues of public interest; or keep the public adequately 
informed about the existence of any danger to public health or safety or to the 
environment.

An agency does not have to provide information if it already readily available 
to the public.

But agencies are supposed to be active in ensuring that important information 
is available to the public.

A person who is disappointed by the response to a request may appeal to the 
Commission on Administrative Justice.

2.3.34 Administrators cannot argue that “I know I did not follow the correct 
procedure, but I was acting in the public interest”. Public interest cannot 
contradict the Constitution. And it cannot contradict the law, and it would not 
be for the administrator to decide that it does—he or she would risk the deci-
sion being overturned by a court. This is true even if the relevant public inter-
est intended to be served is the prevention of terrorism.74  It made no differ-
ence that a Permanent Secretary who tried to fix the price of crude oil, which 
he had no power to do, thought he was acting in the interests of the ultimate 
consumers.75  And in another case, the Court of Appeal said, “What the 
Government cannot do is to take away a constitutional right of a people under 
the guise of preservation of national security.”76 

2.3.35 Also, these days, even if a body has the power to act in “the public 
interest” it is not enough just to assert that the action is in the public interest. 
It was wrong for the Director-General for the Civil Aviation Authority to 
suspend the whole operating licence of a company because one of its planes 
had been involved in a crash, citing “public interest”, when the accident had 
just happened, there was no record of poor safety of the company’s planes, 
and no inquiry had been begun. The court said “we note that the decision to 
suspend the AOC was made in a rush following the loss of lives of some 
prominent Kenyans.”77

  
Sustainable development
2.3.36 Sustainable development is one of the values of the Constitution. It is 
usually taken to mean “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.78 You might say it has expanded the “public” whose interests must be 
considered beyond the living to embrace future generations. It is also import-
ant to understand that sustainable development is assumed to include also 
fairness between those now living, a principle also found in the Constitution of 
Kenya (including in Article 201: “expenditure shall promote the equitable 
development of the country, including by making special provision for margin-
alised groups and areas”).

“Public Interest is about the well-being of the general public; the common 
weal. It must be something that is beneficial to a large section of society. It 
must therefore, transcend the parochial interests of a particular social 
class.”  Court of Appeal in Attorney-General & another v African Commut-
er Services Ltd79 

Bad Faith
2.3.37 Most errors made by decision makers are probably not deliberate. But 
something done in bad faith or for the wrong motive is deliberate, and can 
lead to a decision being declared invalid. “Bad faith” could mean that the 
person did not care whether or not he or she had a good reason for acting. 
The FAAA is clear that “the administrative action or decision was made in bad 
faith” is a ground for going to court (s. 7(2)(h)). The same is true if the adminis-
trative action or decision “was taken with an ulterior motive or purpose calcu-
lated to prejudice the legal rights of the applicant” (s. 7(2)(e)). There is not 
much difference between these. “Calculated” usually means that the 
action/inaction was likely to affect the rights. Since, to be something to be 
legally complained about the legal rights, or perhaps interest, of someone 
must be affected, this phrase does not seem to add much.
 

2.3.38 Making decisions on the basis of whether a person or community 
voted for the government is a clear example of acting in bad faith; everyone 
must be aware that this is wrong. 

2.3.39 In a tax case, a judge said that “The act of lumping together assess-
ments whereas the statute provides for separate notices of assessment to be 
issued and giving a 14 days’ notice, initially, without the separate assess-
ments, was an act aimed at ambushing the Applicant and causing panic.”80   
“Aimed at” obviously means that the judge thought that the KRA intended to 
have this effect. Indeed he referred to it as a “malicious act’.

2.3.40 Bad faith might make wrongful some other action or inaction that by 
itself did not amount to wrongful behaviour. Delay that is not excessive might 
perhaps become excessive if the motive was wrong.81  Initiating a prosecution 
because the accused refused to give a bribe is in bad faith, whether or not 
there might objectively be a good reason for prosecuting.82 

“Obviously, the refusal to give bribes is not one of the basis upon which crim-
inal proceedings ought to be instituted and if that is the dominant purpose for 
the commencement of the criminal proceedings, this Court will not hesitate 
to bring to an end such maliciously instituted proceedings.” Justice Odunga 
in Republic v CS In Charge of Internal Security & 3 others Ex Parte Jean 
Eleanor Margaritis Otto83

Notice before a decision is made
2.3.41 Giving notice is dealt with in some detail in the Fair Administrative 
Action Act (s. 4(3)). It says that notice must be given to anyone whose “rights 
or fundamental freedoms” are likely to be affected negatively by an adminis-
trative action. The main purpose for giving notice is to allow the person a 
chance to put their own case.

2.3.42 Notice must be “adequate”: enough time and enough information must 
be given. Precisely what that information is will depend on the situation. If 
accusations are made against the person receiving the notice, the basis for 
the accusation s must be given.  84When a group of people were refused ID 
cards on the ground of misrepresentation of facts, the notice to them ought to 
have specified what each individual was alleged to have misrepresented.85 
 
2.3.43 The time allowed to respond must also be adequate. This depends on 
what the person receiving the notice has to do in order to respond. In the 
Muhuri case, “A notice of 24 hours was absolutely insufficient for them to 
prepare for the hearing (which would include the consideration of the accusa-

tions, consultation and hiring of advocates and preparation of response).”86  A 
notice about tax obligations should state that it is a notice under a particular 
law, how much tax is claimed, explain what will happen if the tax payer does 
not comply, and how to challenge the claim for tax.87

  
2.3.44 A notice must be clear in terms of time limits and other information; an 
ambiguous notice that referred to “forthwith within 3 days” was inadequate: 
did it mean immediately or within three days?88  

2.3.45 What does a person’s “rights or fundamental freedoms” in s. 4(3) FAAA 
mean? Chapter Four of the Constitution protects them, but no clear distinc-
tion is drawn between rights and freedoms in that chapter. Some rights have 
been traditionally called “freedoms”: of speech, association, assembly, belief 
and movement are examples. Some rights, equally protected, are just called 
rights, for example, to privacy, to vote, to health and education, and to proper-
ty. Clearly if any right in Chapter Four is likely to be affected by an administra-
tive decision, those affected must be given advance notice under the FAAA. 
There may be rights that are not recognised in Chapter Four, but any adminis-
trator making a decision should assume that the requirement of notice applies 
to any sort of right.89

 
2.3.46 But some “interests” are not necessarily legally rights. For example, a 
person whose house has a beautiful view has an interest in preserving that 
view. But the traditional view of the law is that there is no right to a view. On that 
basis there is no duty to inform a person’s whose view will be affected by a new 
development—unless an Act of Parliament (or county assembly) says so. 

2.3.47 In fact, Acts often provide that notice must be given before decisions 
are made—and not only when people’s rights are affected. They may have 
only an interest. The Ferries Act (s. 3) allows the Roads Authority to prohibit 
ferry services in a certain area, but it must give notice in the Kenya Gazette 
and a newspaper for four weeks. This would give notice to the public who use 
the ferry, but they might not have a legal right to a ferry service, though they 
certainly have in interest in having a service.

2.3.48 Very few people read the government Gazette; in fact only a small 
proportion of people read newspapers. The FAAA language suggests that 
individuals affected by a possible decision must receive individual notices. If 
this is a correct reading, the Ferries Act should now be read to require individ-
ual notices to, for example, to anyone already operating a ferry under licence. 

Notice to the public
2.3.49 If the possible administrative action affects the public more broadly, or 
a group of people, there is also a duty under the FAAA to give notice to them 
(s. 5). There are some slight differences from the situation when the impact on 
individuals is involved. First the duty to give notice applies only if the public is 
affected not only adversely but also “materially”: this means not some trivial 
impact. Secondly, notice must be given if the “interests” of the public are likely 
to be affected, as well as their rights. The notice must be “public”, though the 
Act does not say precisely how it should be given.
 
2.3.50 Administrators should give careful consideration to how their decisions 
should be conveyed to the public or affected groups. As we have seen, some-
times a specific Act says how notice should be given to groups affected or the 
public of impending decisions or actions. It seems likely that a modern court, 
applying the Constitution and the FAAA would think that a notice in the 
Gazette is not enough for an ordinary citizen. Even if the relevant Act seems to 
give an administrator a free hand—like the Physical Planning Act which says 
that the Director of Planning should give notice inviting comment on a regional 
physical development plan in the Gazette and “in such other manner as he 
deems expedient”—the courts will still consider whether the notice  given was 
really “adequate”. Notices posted in places that the public is unlikely to pass, 
or in such small lettering as to be almost illegible will not be adequate. The 
same would be true of notices that are blown away or made illegible before 
the end of the period for which they are to be displayed. 

2.3.51 The contents of a notice to the public are less clearly spelled out in the 
FAAA than when the notice is to an individual. Basically, it must state what the 
anticipated action is and invite public views.

2.3.52 How about language? A notice in English in an area where hardly 
anyone speaks the language could hardly be adequate. At least Kiswahili 
ought to be used in such an area. 

When notice is not needed
2.3.53 In an emergency it may be necessary to take action without giving 
notice. The FAAA does not say this, but some Acts giving powers do. For 
example, a business that has permission to put up poles, wires etc., to supply 
electricity may do so over or under public roads, railways or government prop-
erty, and may move or replace them, but must give to the occupier of the land 
30 days’ notice of doing any of these things—unless there is an emergency.90

  

2.3.54 If life or safety is at imminent risk, clearly giving formal notice of some 
action and waiting for reactions would be counter-productive.
 
2.3.55 Another example is a decision to refer a situation to the DPP to consid-
er prosecution; the person who may be prosecuted need not be told.91  There 
is a risk that a person forewarned might disappear, or tamper with evidence.

“Hearings”
2.3.56 The purpose of notice is to give the chance of the person, or persons, 
affected to have a “hearing” before the decision is taken. Many decisions have 
been held by the courts to have been defective because there was no chance 
for those affected to object and put their own case. Apart from demolition of a 
building on a road reserve,92  the approach has been applied in cases about 
eviction of hawkers93  and of a roadside nursery,94  non-renewal of a lease,95  
and degazettement of a title to land,96  destruction of advertising hoardings,97  
freezing of an NGO’s bank accounts,98  removal of students from a graduation 
list,99  and expelling students and depriving them of their examination results.100 

2.3.57 The FAA Act (s. 4) requires that people affected by administrative 
action must be heard. It assumes a more elaborate procedure than is practical 
for minor matters,*  but the principle of allowing some sort of hearing is univer-
sal, other than in an emergency. 

2.3.58 The hearing should be held whenever someone is going to be deprived 
of something: property, employment etc. It is not necessary to give a person 
a special hearing if they have applied for a position and have not been short-
listed, provided that process was properly, fairly conducted. Their application 
and the appointing body’s consideration of it amounts to a hearing. But a 
person who is to be dismissed must be given notice and a hearing.

2.3.59 The word “hearing” is misleading. It does not necessarily mean that 
there must be a formal meeting at which the person affected by a decision 
may speak. It may be enough that they are able to write a letter. But it may be 
necessary in some circumstances to have a formal hearing, at which oral 
submissions may be made. A judge said that when the Capital Markets 
Authority was considering exercising its powers to penalise a firm under the 
Capital Markets Act, “full oral hearing with all the accoutrements that go with 
it; witnesses, statements, evidence in chief, cross examination of witnesses 
and oral submissions”  was not required.101  A disciplinary hearing for a 
member of a profession will be a formal affair. A hearing by a university on 
allegations against students that may lead to their being dismissed from the 
university would also be formal. For hearings like this, formal rules will proba-

bly be laid down and should be followed. Whether an actual hearing is 
needed, whether enough information, including about the evidence to be used 
has been given to the person affected, will depend on the particular type of 
decision to be made. An administrator is not expected to behave like a court. 
But administrators should remember the Constitution’s emphasis on open-
ness, and the right to information (Article 35). Certainly it is important to take 
into account the type of person affected: what language do they use, for 
example? If there is a formal hearing, the person affected should be allowed 
to bring a friend or adviser to offer support, and perhaps even to speak on 
their behalf.
 
2.3.60 How about being represented by a lawyer? The FAAA does not help 
much: it speaks of “the right to legal representation, where applicable” and 
“the right to cross-examine or where applicable”. A court did decide that a 
university’s disciplinary rules that prohibited the student from being represent-
ed by an advocate were unconstitutional,102  but it is not clear that all courts 
would take the same view. Bodies conducting formal hearings with serious 
consequences would be wise to reconsider any such exclusionary rules. If 
there is a right to be represented by a lawyer, or bring a friend, the notice of 
the hearing should make this clear.

2.3.61 It is not always the case that the “hearing” (whether it involves written 
submissions or an actual meeting) must be by the person who makes the 
decision. But that person must take care to familiarise himself or herself with 
the arguments being made by the persons affected.103 

2.3.62 Some older Acts that allow for administrative action that will affect 
individuals but do not allow for any hearing before the decision is made are 
almost certainly unconstitutional. An example is the Traffic Act which says 
that,

 26 (1) The Authority may at any time cancel a dealer’s general licence for a breach of  
 any of the provisions of this Act or of any regulations made thereunder which relate to  
 dealer’s general licences.

 (2) The Authority shall give notice of the cancellation to the person to whom the licence  
 was issue

 (3) Any person holding a dealer’s general licence who is aggrieved by the decision of  
 the Authority under this section may, within one month from the date of the service on  
 him of notice of cancellation, appeal to a subordinate court of the first class.

2.3.63 The Constitution and the FAAA mean that decision makers have to be 
more careful about fairness. A court said in 2010 that the Kenya National 
Examinations Council did not have to hear every candidate or school before 
cancelling examination results in the case of cheating.104  Certainly if action 
can be taken without inquiry, there must be a procedure for appealing—as 
there now is for the KNEC;105  to penalise a person without either a hearing or 
any form of remedy would clearly be unfair.

“Stakeholder” and Public Consultation and Participation
2.3.64 Participation of the public and of people particularly affected should 
improve decision making because:
   •   Decision makers and implementer will have a better understanding, in  
       advance, of possible problems in implementation
   •   Decision makers’ general capacity in making decisions will be   
       enhanced
   •   The public will be more likely to support the decision and its
       implementation 
   •   The public will better understand the roles and responsibilities of the  
       body making decisions
   •   People will have a more positive attitude generally towards
       public authorities
   •   People will develop greater skills 
   •   If people discuss and work together on the issues, this may result in   
       greater social cohesion
   •   People will understand politics and public administration issues better.

2.3.65 The Constitution includes public participation as a national value 
(Article 10), and this is picked up by various pieces of legislation.106  

2.3.66 There are two broad approaches to participation in legislation: one is 
concerned with general public participation―people who may have views but 
may not be specially affected. The other approach is concerned with the 
involvement of people who are specially affected by decisions. These are 
sometimes called   “stakeholders”, though many Acts do not try to define 
“stakeholder” while others give examples. The Basic Education Act speaks of a 
principle of “inclusiveness of parents, communities, private sector and other 
stakeholders”. A body required to consult or involve stakeholders will need to 
decide who is meant on the basis of the examples given, if any, and the purpose 
of the Act. The FAAA focuses mainly on the second type of participation. 

Examples of decisions invalidated by courts because of lack 
of general public participation
Renaming a post office when the name reflected the community identity 
(Javan Oscar Buleemi (Suing as Secretary General Tiriki Union (EA)) v Perma-
nent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Security and Provincial Administration & 
2 others107)

Siting of county headquarters (Christopher Kileta & 9 others v Governor – 
Taita Taveta County & another108

  
Whether to enter into a public private partnership in relation to solid waste 
management (Okeyo v County Government of Kisumu & 2 others109)

The appointment of directors of a parastatal (Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City 
County & 4 others110)

2.3.67 Thus any public agency may have three categories of people who are 
to be involved in various ways: groups whose rights and interests are affected 
(applying the FAAA), stakeholders (under a specific Act) and the broad public, 
under the Constitution and sometimes specific Acts. The courts have often 
insisted on public involvement, relying on the Constitution, and have invalidat-
ed many decisions because of absence of participation (for examples see the 
box).

2.3.68 The principles for adequate consultation and broad public participation 
are the same. In Okiya Omtatah Okoiti & 3 others v Nairobi City County & 5 
others111  the court said that process for appointment of directors of the Nairo-
bi Water Company must be one that “takes into account stakeholder inter-
ests, that is open and transparent, and that gives an opportunity to anyone 
interested to seek appointment”.

2.3.69 This document is not the place to go into great detail on how to achieve 
effective public participation. But the box on page 44 sets out general princi-
ples.

“[P]ublic participation is not just a formality and the views gathered in the 
process ought not to be considered as irrelevant. Whereas the authority is not 
bound by them, serious considerations must be given to them and must not 
just be disregarded as being inconsequential. In other words the authority 
ought not to make a decision and then conduct public participation simply for 
the purposes of meeting the constitutional mandate.” Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fish-
eries & 4 others Ex Parte Council of County Governors & another112 

2.3.70 However, just because not every member of the public had the chance 
to express a view, or not every view expressed was taken into account is 
enough to show there was not adequate consultation or participation. 
Normally, indeed, there will be differences of opinion, and the decision maker 
must consider a variety of issues, including how many people hold certain 
views, whether minorities need special consideration, the cost implications of 
accepting views, and how they impact on the broader public interest.
 
2.3.71 A judge also made the point that decision makers should not be 
passive, but should actively encourage public participation.

“The County Assemblies ought to do whatever is reasonable to ensure that as 
many [as possible] of their constituents in particular and the Kenyans in 
general are aware of the intention to pass legislation and where the  legisla-
tion in question involves such important aspect as payment of taxes and 
levies, the duty is even more onerous. I hold that it is the duty of the County 
Assembly in such circumstances to exhort its constituents to participate in 
the process of the enactment of such legislation by making use of as many 
fora as possible such as churches, mosques, temples, public barazas national 
and vernacular radio broadcasting stations and other avenues where the 
public are known to converge to disseminate information with respect to the 
intended action.” Justice Odunga in Robert N. Gakuru & Others v Governor 
Kiambu County113

 
Planning for participation
2.3.72 Agencies should develop their strategies for public participation, so 
that they know who to consult as stakeholders, and how to involve them and 
the broader public generally.
 
2.3.73 Some departments already have some detailed directions in law about 
participation. Under the Public Finance Management Act County Executive 
Members for Finance are directed by Regulations to ensure public participa-
tion in budgeting, and to use “a broad range of strategies” to do so.114  Many 
counties themselves also have Public Participation Acts.

Reasons for the decision made
2.3.74 The Constitution makes it clear that everyone whose right or funda-
mental freedom is affected by administrative action has the right to be given 
written reasons for the action, and the FAAA provides that every person has 
the right to be given written reasons for any adverse administrative action, and 
similarly reasons must be given in writing when the public or a group are 
concerned. 

2.3.75 Why should reasons be given? To explain reasons is an act of respect 
to the people affected. If a decision maker is going to have to give reasons, it 
will be an incentive to ensure that the decision in supported by good reasons. 
It also enables those affected to decide whether to pursue any remedy against 
the decision.
 
2.3.76 The reasons must be adequate. This means sufficient for the person 
affected to understand why the decision was made, and also to decide what 
steps to take. Just ticking boxes on a standard form may not be enough if this 
is not enough to convey the reasons for the decision.

Achieving effective public participation115 
A process of public participation is not constitutional if:
   •   it does not respect the dignity of everyone involved
   •   it discriminates against any person or group, whether in its planning or in its
        operation
   •   is not open and transparent
   •   it restricts the freedom of expression of anyone, or restricts the freedom of the media
   •   it restricts the freedom of assembly (gathering together) or the freedom of association  
        (associating with others, including forming organisations)
   •   it violates the privacy of anyone
   •   it interferes with anyone’s culture (unless that culture goes against the Constitution  
        in the particular respect)
   •   it is procedurally unfair, including being very slow
   •   is wasteful of public resources.

Effective public participation requires that:
   •   Participation is well planned
   •   A variety of approaches are used, depending on the nature of the issues and the   
        groups that are participating—one size does not fit all
   •   Everyone has the opportunity to be involved, and special efforts are made to ensure  
        that sections of society most likely to be affected, and those with important expertise  
        are actually involved
   •   The opportunity is genuine – taking place when options are still open, and not just   
        designed as a public rubber stamp for decision already taken
   •   Enough notice is given, and the enough time for participation at public barazas etc.
   •   Background information is available about the issues, including the possible   
        approaches, in language that can be understood by the public
   •   Public input is taken seriously, genuinely considered and actually affects decision   
        making when appropriate
   •   Proper records are kept of the public input to ensure that it is considered
   •   There is feedback to the public on how their input has affected the decisions, and why  
         not-if that is the case

2.3.77 If the matter comes to court, the court may decide that if no reasons 
were given it is strong evidence that there were in fact no good reasons for the 
decision—that it was an irrational decision.116 

2.3.78 Though the Constitution and the FAAA are clear that there is a right to 
reasons, they are both unclear whether this applies only if the person affected 
asks for reasons. Section 6(3) of the FAAA assumes that a person should ask 
and then should be given written reasons within 30 days. Best practice is to 
give reasons enough to explain the decision when notifying the person or 
group affected, but if more detail is asked for, to comply within 30 days with 
that request.  

2.3.79 The FAAA (s. 6(5)) seems to suggest an excuse for an administrator not 
giving adequate reasons “if it is reasonable and justifiable in the circumstanc-
es”. Since this section refers to reasons to enable an appeal (rather than an 
emergency) it is hard to see when this might be justified. An administrator 
tempted to conceal reasons should bear in mind that the courts have proce-
dures for requiring information to be released if needed for a case, and also 
that refusal might lead to an application under the Access to Information Act. 
Clearly the matter cannot end just because an administrator says he or she is 
not giving information.

Inaction and delay—and excessive speed
2.3.80 Administrative action must be “expeditious” (or “speedy”). Not doing 
what one is supposed to do is as much a failure of administrative fairness as 
doing something but doing it incorrectly. Doing something but doing it very 
slowly would equally be wrong. In most cases it is not clear whether there was 
no action at all or delay in acting. It is clear from the reports of the Ombuds-
man that delay and lack of response are common causes of complaint. The 
FAAA makes it clear that a person may go to court to complain of failure to do 
something that is a duty under a written law (s. 7(2)(j)). 

“To deliberately set out not to exercise a power properly conferred by the law 
without legally recognised justification in my view is as much an abuse of 
power as to purport to exercise a power which is not conferred.” Justice 
Odunga in Republic v Registrar of Companies Ex Parte Independent Elector-
al Board of Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI)117  

2.3.81 For a complaints body to do nothing in response to a complaint is 
wrong. When the Independent Police Oversight Authority did not follow up on 
a complaint against the police for having failed to investigate the suspected 
involvement of police officers in the theft of tyres from Mombasa Port, the 

judges held that IPOA had a duty to take action in response to the complaint, 
and had not taken any effective action, and said “What … the Act clearly 
requires the Respondent to do is to carry out investigations into the complaint.  
…What a complainant expects and the law requires is an answer to its com-
plaints – recommendation for prosecution, compensation or disciplinary 
action and publication of results, and if not, the reasons for deciding other-
wise.”118  It was wrong to delay for eight months the consideration of the appli-
cation for citizenship of a person who was actually entitled to citizenship,119  to 
delay the payment of VAT refunds that were due,120  or to delay proceeding 
with a contract, or notifying the successful bidder that this was not possible 
once the bidder had been told it was successful,121  or delay for ten years 
finalising the case of an employee suspended for suspected misconduct.122  
The supervisor of a post-graduate student who failed to react to the student’s 
work, or respond to his message for some years was guilty of unfairness.123

  
2.3.82 But it is possible to be too speedy. If something is done very quickly 
there may be no chance for all issues to be considered properly.  An example 
was deporting a person within a few hours of the decision being made by an 
immigration officer.124 

2.3.83 The cases do not help much to decide how soon an action should be 
taken, or how quick is too quick. The agency itself and the officers concerned 
will know how soon they can reasonably get something done. If they are 
queried in a court case they would have to explain why they could not do it 
sooner. 

2.4 Legitimate expectations
“[L]egitimate expectation is based not only on ensuring that legitimate 
expectations by the parties are not thwarted, but on a higher public interest 
beneficial to all including the respondents, which is, the value or the need of 
holding authorities to promises and practices they have made and acted on 
and by so doing upholding responsible public administration.  This in turn 
enables people affected to plan their lives with a sense of certainty, trust, 
reasonableness and reasonable expectation.” Justice Nyamu in Keroche 
Industries Limited v Kenya Revenue Authority125  

2.4.1 Decisions are rarely isolated. The same sort of decision has to be made 
or action taken repeatedly. Even if the administrator has a choice, if action is 
repeatedly taken in a certain way, people will come to expect that practice to 
continue. People begin to have expectations of how discretion will be exer-
cised. And they may complain if the practice changes for no good reason. The 
practice may relate to the procedure for decision making or the outcome of 
the decision.  

2.4.2 Expectations may arise from what an agency says rather than what it 
does, but the principle is the same: someone has a reasonable expectation 
that an issue will be approached in a certain way, or with a certain outcome, 
and is aggrieved if it is not.
 
2.4.3 The practical importance is that behaviour that might otherwise have 
been reasonable is considered inadequate because of the expectations raised 
in the minds if those affected by a decision that they would be treated differ-
ently.

2.4.4 The lesson for decision making bodies is clear:
   •   Do not make any undertaking to deal with issues in a certain way if you  
       will not be able to carry this through
   •   If you change a practice or depart from an undertaking, give fair
       notice to people likely to be affected, explaining why the change is   
       being made
   •   Where appropriate, be sure to carry out any necessary consultation   
       and public participation before changing the approach.

2.4.5 But, do they have any legal claim that you should continue to behave in 
the same way or the way you have promised? The answer is they may have.
 
2.4.6 There are a few basic principles on legitimate expectations:
   •   the expectation must be reasonable
   •   no expectation, however reasonable, on their part can require you to  
       act against the Constitution or the law.
   •   if the expectation comes from a statement, that must have come from  
       someone who had the power to make statements on behalf of the
       decision making body (for example, a politician could not say how an  
       independent commission was going to make its decision and create   
       reasonable expectations); under the Kenya Information and
       Communications Act the Permanent Secretary had no power to make  
       decisions about licensing of broadcasters, so had “no capacity to give  
       any promises” on the matter. 

“Policy statements by the Government cannot confer or assure a promise of a 
specific benefit to third parties, so as to be enforceable against a particular 
public institution even where that institution is vested with the mandate to 
perform the task in respect of which the Government has given a clear prom-
ise. This is because under the Kenya Information and Communications Act, 
1998, the Government is not a decision maker on issues of BSD licensing 
and, by extension, had no competence, or lawful basis to make a binding 
promise that such licensing would ensure a ‘maximization of use of broadcast 
infrastructure’.” Supreme Court in Communications Commission of Kenya 
& 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others.*127  

2.4.7 There have been a few cases in Kenya courts in which genuine legiti-
mate expectations have led to a decision being held invalid. A party enjoyed 
certain exemptions from VAT. In 2001, the exemption was removed by law, but 
KRA claimed no VAT “deliberately or inadvertently” until 2013. By then the 
taxpayer could no longer claim refunds for that period or adjust its prices to 
factor in VAT. The court said KRA had “cultivated in the applicant legitimate 
expectation that the position prevailing before 2001 would continue to prevail 
notwithstanding the 2001 amendments to the Finance Act.”128

  
2.4.8 When the Commissioner of Lands approved renewal of leases on three 
plots, but then the file disappeared from the Lands Registry and, when it 
re-appeared, the three plots had been amalgamated and assigned to some-
one else. The legitimate expectations of the original lessees that their leases 
would be renewed were disappointed.129

 
2.4.9 A practice of not demanding NSSF contribution from local government 
employees who were members of the Local Authorities Pension Trust 
debarred the NSSF from beginning to insist that contributions were paid to 
them.130

 
2.4.10 A long delay in prosecuting a person, coupled with a statement by the 
Attorney-General that there would be no prosecution barred a fresh prosecu-
tion four years after the original statement. It did not matter that there was now 
a different AG.131

 
2.5 Reasonable
2.5.1 Obviously reasonable and fair overlap a lot, and procedure that is fair 
will also be reasonable. A reasonable and fair procedure ought to lead to a 
reasonable decision. 

2.5.2 In the past, courts would only interfere with an administrative action on 
the basis of the reasonableness of the decision if it was so unreasonable that 
no reasonable person could have reached it. The Constitution and the FAAA 
invite courts to be less narrow in their approach. An administrator may find 
that his or her decision is overturned by a court because the court thinks it 
was unreasonable.
 
Rationality
2.5.3 Turning to the action or decision, legislation sometimes says that an 
officer or body may do what it considers “expedient”.*  But the FAA requires 
“rationality” of decision makers, even if no such expression is used in the 
specific legislation giving the power to act. An action or decision may be 
reviewed, if it (s. 7(2)(i))
 is not rationally connected to-
    the purpose for which it was taken;
    the purpose of the empowering provision;
    the information before the administrator; or
    the reasons given for it by the administrator.

2.5.4 “Rational” means “logical”. Quite often people use “rational” and 
“reasonable” without distinction, but there is a difference. A decision cannot 
be reasonable if it is not rational, however. But if a decision is rational in the 
sense that it is connected to all these factors, there might still be room for 
more than one decision, one perhaps more reasonable than the other.

2.5.5 A decision maker must, therefore, be aware of why he or she has a 
certain power, what is intended to be achieved by the particular decision, 
whether the information available justified the decision, and what reasons are 
motivating the decision. The requirement that the decision must be rationally 
connected to “the reasons given for it” emphasise the importance of being 
clear and specific about one’s reasons. 

Making conclusions of fact
2.5.6 Acts may say that a public officer may take certain action “if satisfied” 
about certain facts. It may sound as though the assessment is a matter for the 
officer alone. But, to be rational, any decision about facts must be based on 
evidence, whether the fact is, for example, a house being of historic interest 
(before declaring a national monument132), or that goods intended for export 
had been diverted to the local market (before charging tax on them133). In the 
second case the KRA had drawn this conclusion on the same day as a lorry 
went missing, giving no time for the police or KRA itself to investigate what 
had happened to the goods. 

2.5.7 Once the facts are clarified, the decision must be made on the facts. In 
the Spectre case, the KRA presumably leaped to assumptions. In another 
case the police were detaining lorries without any reason. This amounted to 
irrationality “since it is in defiance of logic” the judge said.134

 
Making conclusions of law
2.5.8 Sometimes a decision on fact might involve an interpretation of law. If 
the latter is wrong, it is likely the former will also be wrong. When the Cabinet 
Secretary banned the Mombasa Republican Council partly on the basis that it 
argues for secession of the coast from Kenya, the court said that the view that 
the MRC “agenda of secession is unconstitutional has no basis in law”.135  You 
could say the decision was irrational, not connected to the purpose of the 
empowering provisions, though the court did not use this word.

Making the choice
2.5.9 Sometimes, as commented earlier, once facts are known there is no 
choice of action. But sometimes there is: the decision maker decides how 
best to deal with the situation. The law again may refer to the decision maker 
being “satisfied” about this. And again this does not leave the matter to the 
free choice of the administrator. Being “satisfied” means that all relevant 
factors must be considered—including, now, the input from public participa-
tion.136

 
2.5.10 The choice made by the decision maker must also be based on logic, 
to be rational, under the FAAA. To take a simple example: a tax authority must 
not pluck a figure out of the air to charge a taxpayer without there being a 
rational basis for the choice.137  When candidates for judicial office applied for 
more than one post for which the qualifications were identical, it was irrational 
of the Judicial Service Commission to shortlist them for one post but not the 
other(s).138 
 
“Even in the exercise of what may appear to be prima facie absolute discre-
tion conferred on the executive the Court may interfere”  Justice Odunga in 
Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus Heli-
copters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd139 
 
2.5.11 It should be the objective of the decision maker to make the best deci-
sion possible—within the bounds set out in the law that enables the decision 
and the Constitution. Logic may not dictate the precise outcome of the deci-
sion making process. What must be striven for is reasonableness: indeed the 
most reasonable decision possible.

Factors that may need to be taken into account in achieving 
a reasonable outcome
2.5.12 Apart from the law under which the decision is made, the Constitution 
provides a number of guiding principles for reasonableness. They include:

   Inclusion: this is a national value (Article 10); this requires a more positive 
approach than non-discrimination. 

   Protection of the marginalised: this is a national value, but it also reflect-
ed in Article 56 that requires the State to have programmes intended to 
affirmative action programmes to ensure that minorities and marginalised 
groups are involved in the life of the community, in all spheres of life, have 
special opportunities when necessary, in terms of education, business 
and employment, are able to develop their own cultures including 
languages, and have reasonable access to water, health services and 
infrastructure. Marginalised groups are those that have been discriminat-
ed against in the past (including persons with disability and women). 

  Representation of the nation in the public service: this is a value related to 
recruitment (Article 232(1)(h)), and it was violated when Kenya Pipeline 
Company appointed Kalenjin individuals to 13 of out 33 available posi-
tions.140

 
  Prudent use of resources: this is one of the values of public service 

(Article 232) and of the principle of public finance (Article 201): “public 
money shall be used in a prudent and responsible way”.

2.5.13 The various rights under Chapter Four including to health, education, 
food, water, housing and sanitation will also be relevant to many decisions.

2.5.14 A useful phrase in some contexts is making “reasonable accommoda-
tion” for people to avoid infringing their rights. It includes, for example, taking 
reasonable steps to provide for employees or others with disabilities (special 
working arrangements, extra time for exams etc.), or accommodating 
religious differences in terms of school uniform, or working on Saturdays for 
Seventh Day Adventists.
  
Proportionality
2.5.15 A decision or action that disadvantages someone must be intended to 
achieve a purpose. The person or body making an administrative decision 
must balance the disadvantage against the purpose. To put it another way: the 

disadvantage must be “proportionate” to the purpose. The FAAA recognises 
that this is an aspect of decision making, and provides that if the “administra-
tive action or decision is not proportionate to the interests or rights affected” 
this is a ground for going to court (s.7(2)(l)). The Constitution spells this out in 
greater detail in relation to limits on human rights, but is helpful for analysing 
any situation where any decision has to be made about limiting a right to serve 
some other purpose is concerned.
 
2.5.16 In order to be satisfied that a decision is proportionate, the administra-
tor should consider:
   •   Does the law under which I am operating actually allow me to limit
       the right?
   •   Does the law require me to limit the right?
   •   What purpose am I aiming to achieve by limiting that right?
   •   How important is that purpose?
   •   How serious is the infringement of the right my decision will cause?
   •   Can I achieve the purpose by some means that is less of an
       infringement of the right?

Note 1: if the answer to the second bullet point is No, but the others indicate 
that the decision risks causing a disproportionate limit on a person’s rights, 
the decision maker should exercise discretion to avoid this result.
Note 2: if the answer to the second bullet point is “Yes”, the decision maker 
should realise that there is a risk that the law itself is unconstitutional. It may 
be necessary to consult the agency’s legal adviser.
Note 3: the decision maker should realise that if the right being affected is one 
recognised by Chapter Four of the Constitution, there must be a law that 
permits the right to be limited. And if the law was passed after the Constitution 
came into effect (August 27 2010), the law is effective to limit rights only if it 
clearly indicates that it was intended to make limits on the right possible. The 
existence of a clear statement in the law does not guarantee that the courts 
would agree that the limit on the right is proportionate. 

2.5.17 While an administrator is not to blame if the law gives him or her no 
choice in the decision, a court might decide that the law itself is unconstitu-
tional because it produces unnecessarily serious breaches of rights, consider-
ing the purpose it is serving.

Reasonableness
2.5.18 If a decision is lawful, reached through the use of good procedure, is 
non-discriminatory, is rational in its relationship between fact, reasons and 
decision content, and proportionate, it is unlikely that it is in any other way 
unreasonable. 

2.5.19 The concept of proportionality—which requires the least interference 
with rights—comes very close to saying there is one right decision that ought 
to be reached. But in reality there may still be some scope for choice of deci-
sion, at least in a complex situation. More than one decision might actually be 
reasonable.
 
Efficient
2.5.20 Some specific Acts include requirement of efficiency: for example the 
Civil Aviation Act, Public Finance Management Act, National Police Service 
Act, and the Water Act. The FAAA and the Constitution make it clear that 
efficiency is always a requirement. The FAAA, and indeed the other Acts do 
not help to explain what it means. The word “efficient” is often used rather 
loosely. But normal usage suggests there are two elements to being efficient. 
One is being effective: actually achieving what was intended to be achieved. 
The second aspect is that the purpose should be achieved without unneces-
sary expenditure or use of resources—financial, human or other.
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Chapter 3
Delegated (or ‘subsidiary’
or ‘subordinate’) law making
3.1 Many administrative—and state—officers have the power to make 
regulations (they might be called rules or some other name) under an Act. 
They range from Cabinet Secretaries (many), through the Chief Justice1  to 
independent commissions2  or other authorities.3  These Acts involve Parlia-
ment (or a county assembly) allowing some officer or body to make law by an 
essentially administrative action. 

3.2 The Constitution takes a cautious approach to this possibility. It says 
(Article 94(6)) that when an Act delegates such power it must be very clear 
about the purpose of delegating it, what the scope of the power to make such 
delegated legislation is, and “principles and standards that apply to that dele-
gated legislation”. However, the response to this seems to have been a mean-
ingless ritual incantation of what is becoming a standard set of statements, 
referring to various external documents such as the Statutory Instruments Act 
(SIA) and international law.*  Almost certainly, what the constitution makers 
meant was that the Act that allows delegated legislation must include clear 
guidance about the scope of that delegated law. The idea is that Parliament 
(or county assembly) must make it clear what the policy of the Act is, and that 
delegated legislation is only to fill in the details.
 
3.3 Parliament also has put limits on this power in the SIA, which says how 
delegated legislation is to be made: there must be public participation, and 
the delegated legislation must be sent to Parliament, which may revoke the 
legislation (ss. 10-12). In addition if the legislation is likely to impose significant 
costs on the country or part of it a “regulatory impact statement” must be 
prepared by the body making the legislation, explaining why it is necessary 
and what its impact will be (ss. 6-9).

3.4 From the Constitution and the SIA, the following principles, and rules, 
apply to delegated legislation:
   •   The power to make the regulations must be within the power conferred  
       by the Act giving the power 
   •   The regulations must not conflict with the Constitution, including the   
       distribution of power between counties and national government, and  
       human rights
   •   The regulations must not conflict with any other law—because only   
       Parliament can amend laws it has passed

   •   Any penalty in regulations for breach must not be more than    
       KShs20,000 or six months in prison
   •   The correct procedure must be used for producing and presenting the  
       legislation to Parliament.

3.5 Parliament will look carefully at delegated legislation if it does any of  
 several things that might be problematic, including (SIA s. 13):
   •   Affecting the public’s fundamental rights and freedoms or the rule of law
   •   Dealing with something that ought to be in an Act rather than  mere
       regulations
   •   Imposing taxes
   •   Preventing/trying to prevent the courts dealing with the issues in the
       regulations
   •   Applying retrospectively (affects things that have been done in the past)
   •   Will involve expenditure of public money.

3.6: In June 2018, Parliament annulled regulations about "drones" because 
they imposed much heavier penalties than the SIA allows.

Chapter 4
After the Decision or Action
4.0 This guide is intended to help administrators to make decisions or take 
actions that satisfy the Constitutional requirement of being expeditious, 
efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. But it is useful for the admin-
istrator to understand what might happen if someone is unhappy with what 
they have done. The first decision maker does not usually have the last word. 
There should be a chance to question the decision. In fact, much of the FAAA 
is about going to court to challenge action. Basically there are three types of 
approach for the disappointed person: an internal appeal, going to an external 
complaints body, or going to court. 

4.1 Internal mechanisms
4.1.1 Very often there is a procedure within the agency for bringing a com-
plaint about a decision. And the FAAA says that when there is a notice of a 
decision to a person affected it must include “notice of a right to a review or 
internal appeal” —“where applicable”. Some agencies have the possibility of 
the decisions being reconsidered or reviewed by the same body that made the 
original decision.1

  
4.1.2 Public bodies are encouraged to establish complaints mechanisms, 
even if these are not required by law. They may be called “complaints depart-
ment”, “ombudsman” or some other title. The Commission on Administrative 
Justice mentions the police “Internal Affairs Unit” as an example, as well as 
“ombudsmen” set up by the Judiciary and Egerton University. Development 
projects may include grievance mechanisms for affected local communities.2  
The CAJ has set out useful guidelines on the operation of complaints depart-
ments,3  which are, of course, making administrative decisions themselves, 
and thus should follow the guidance in the publication you are reading. Their 
concrete guidance on complaint management is organised on the basis of the 
topics in the box below:

Box  CAJ: Complaints management
•   Lodging of complaints                 •   Review/ authentication of evidence
•   Receipt and acknowledgement of complaints             •   Responding to/resolving the complaint 
•   Documentation of the complaint             •   Closing the file
•   Assessing the complaint              •   Audit and review of the systems 
•   Action                  •   Follow-up
•   Investigation  

4.1.3 “Alternative dispute resolution” (ADR) is an expression that covers 
various ways of resolving disputes that are less formal than courts. Methods 

used may be arbitration (a fairly formal process that requires a neutral decid-
er), mediation where someone assists the parties to reach an agreement, and 
conciliation where a third person gets more actively involved in seeking a 
settlement and proposing solutions. The CAJ recommends that complaints 
mechanisms should include training on mediation and conciliation. Some 
mechanisms may try to make use of traditional dispute resolution mechanism 
in particular communities.

4.1.4 Some agencies do have ADR policies, perhaps to deal with internal 
disagreements, for example with staff. The Kenya Public Service Commission 
is an example.4 

4.1.5 An appeal means that some other person or body will reconsider the 
decision. There are a number of examples in statutes of the right to appeal to 
the relevant Cabinet Secretary against an administrative action. An example is 
the appeal to the “Minister” [CS] under the Firearms Act (s. 39) against a deci-
sion by the Inspector General of Police to destroy a firearm seized from a 
person.

4.1.6 These provisions must be looked at in the light of the Constitution. 
Almost certainly the provision about the decision of the Cabinet Secretary 
being final under the Firearms Act is unconstitutional. Article 47 and Article 50 
both require the possibility of going to court or other independent body; a 
Cabinet Secretary is not independent of the decision made in his or her own 
Ministry. Particularly relating to administrative action, Article 47 says Parlia-
ment must pass legislation to “provide for the review of administrative action 
by a court or, if appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunal”.  That law 
is the FAAA.

4.2 External Complaints Bodies
4.2.1 Acts of Parliament have established various specialist bodies that are 
not part of the original decision making body. Examples are
The Public Procurement Administrative Review Board that can review deci-
sions about procurement under the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Act (s. 167); the original decision is made by the department or agency that 
requires good or services
The Independent Policing Oversight Authority that deals with complaints 
against the police.

4.2.2 The CAJ Guidance on complaints handling can be useful for bodies of 
this sort also.

4.3. Special Tribunals
4.3.1 Some appeals against administrative decisions can be taken to 
specialist tribunals. These may work in a way similar to courts, or be consider-
ably less formal. These include

Appeal to the National Environment Tribunal under the Environmental 
Management and Co-ordination Act,5  for example against a refusal of a 
licence under the Act.
Appeal to the Competition Tribunal under the Competition Act against 
refusal of permission for a merger of businesses.
There are a very large numbers of tribunals, whether known by that
name or not.6 

4.4 Ombudsman type bodies
4.4.1 The “Ombudsman” idea is that people ought to have some readily 
approachable, inexpensive, way to complain, particularly about the actions of 
the public sector. Sometimes wrong decisions or improper treatment of mem-
bers of the public, while they deserve some redress, may not merit the time 
and expense, and stress, of going to court. Even for more serious cases, 
people might prefer a less formal and public process for complaining and 
seeking some remedy. There are several bodies in Kenya that are supposed to 
work like that: the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National 
Gender and Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative 
Justice (or Ombudsman); there is also the National Environmental Complaints 
Committee (within the National Environmental Management Authority). The 
last body can hear complaints against the Authority, and against actions of 
other bodies, public and private; it is thus a hybrid, sometimes internal and 
sometimes external. Another body with some related functions is the National 
Cohesion and Integration Commission that can hear complaints about ethnic 
discrimination.

4.4.2 The Commission on Administrative Justice (the Ombudsman) (CAJ) is 
most obviously relevant to the work of the public service.  It may receive com-
plaints about failure to deliver fair administrative justice. Among its powers 
are: “investigate complaints of abuse of power, unfair treatment, manifest 
injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unresponsive official conduct within 
the public sector”.7  Under the Access to Information Act it is given a special 
role in connection with access to information requests, but all sorts of other 
issues can be brought to it.
 
4.4.3 The CAJ has dealt with many types of individual complaint, including 
many against public bodies for their treatment of their own staff, the police for 

wrongful arrest, higher educational institutions, elements of the National 
Government Coordination system. It can deal with far more cases than the 
courts, including complaints that, while important to the affected individuals, 
may not seem worth the time and expanse of going to court.

4.4.4 It may try to settle cases through mediation or other alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism, and it may recommend compensation or other reme-
dies. In the cases mentioned in this Guide it stated what the correct position 
was and sometimes recommended certain action. For example, the University 
of Nairobi must get some new supervisor to review the work of a student who 
had been neglected by his supervisor.8   In a case of wrongful arrest they said 
that the compensation to the complainant should be deducted from the 
salaries of the responsible officers.9  However, it does not have the power to 
order any public body to comply with its recommendations.10

  
4.4.5 The CAJ may make a formal statement that in its view a person com-
plained against is unfit to hold a state office or public office. It has also taken 
the view that shaming individuals and institutions is an effective method of 
producing improvements. It also keeps a Citation Register containing names 
of unresponsive public institutions and officers,11  and in 2015 added 13 public 
officers to the list. The failures listed against the names are mostly concerned 
with lack of cooperation with the CAJ, plus several cases of failure by MCAs 
to surrender imprest.12

 
4.5 The Courts
4.5.1 Generally going to court should be the last resort. The FAAA says that 
a person should have tried any other possible approach (such as those we 
have just looked at like internal review, or an external appeal) before doing so 
(s. 9(2)). However, the court does not have to insist if this would serve the 
interests of justice (s. 9(4)). If there is great urgency, or the other process of 
review or appeal is likely to take a long time, might be possible situations.

4.5.2 Most often a court that decides a decision something went wrong in 
the way a decision—for failure to respect one or more of the elements of fair 
decision making we have discussed here—will declare the decision unlawful, 
and sent the issue back to the decision making authority. It will not impose 
what it thinks would have been the right decision. The courts are aware that 
the power to make decisions is given to certain bodies or officers for a reason, 
and that the court will not have the expertise or experience to make a better 
decision. 

“[T]he court can quash any decision arrived at unprocedurally or unfairly but 
reserves itself no right to engage in the administrative duties of the body in 
question.  The court must remain a court.” Deputy Chief Justice Rawal in 
Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media 

4.5.3 A court might make their decision operable for the future only. An 
example was when a court decided that the Cabinet was unconstitutional, but 
suspended the decision until after the imminent election, following which the 
President would choose a new Cabinet.14  And when a court decided that the 
Council of Legal Education that did not have the membership required by the 
law had not made valid decisions, the Judge decided that the consequences 
of immediately making such a ruling would be very serious, so he did not 
declare past acts of the Council invalid, but said that if the membership was 
not corrected by a certain date future decisions would be invalid.15

 
4.5.4 The courts rarely direct an administrative body to act in a specific way. 
But in Republic v Principal Secretary Ministry of Mining Ex parte Airbus 
Helicopters Southern Africa (PTY) Ltd,16  the court not only directed that the 
PS Ministry of Mining rectify their delay in notifying the applicant of the 
outcome of the procurement process, but if the Ministry failed to do so the 
court would compel it to make a formal contract with the applicant in the case.

4.5.5 In a few cases there has been direction to carry out a certain action: for 
example to grant citizenship to people who were clearly entitled, but on 
whose applications the relevant department had been sitting for a very long 
time.17

  
4.5.6 If there has been a failure to undertake an inquiry, the court may order 
the inquiry, but not direct what the outcome should be  - for example a direc-
tion to the police to conduct and inquiry into the negligent or accidental shoot-
ing of a person who had gone to make a report at a police station.18

 
4.5.7 Some actions cannot be undone. If a person has suffered from a 
breach of their rights, the court may award compensation. The largest 
amounts of damages have generally been for detentions (and torture) in 
Nyayo House under the Moi regime—administrative actions because they 
were not the result of any court order.19  But in the LAPSSET case, the High 
Court ordered 1.7 billion shilling compensation to a large group of fishermen 
affected by the trial and pipeline project from Lamu. The sum was not 
assessed by the court itself but was based on the documents of those who 
had proposed the project.20

 
4.5.8 And sometimes the court will order a government department to devel-
op a programme or set of guidelines for dealing with a particular administra-
tive process. An example is Seventh Day Adventist Church (East Africa) Limit-
ed v Minister for Education & 3 others,21   where the court ordered that the 
Ministry of Education promulgate regulations or issue directions to compel 
schools to respect the rights of students under Article 32 of the Constitution 

(right to religion). Some of these orders can be quite complex, as in the Laps-
set case where the court ordered the government to prepare a number if plans 
for the preservation of Lamu as a World Heritage Site, and for the protection 
of the local culture.

The individual public servant
4.5.9 Court orders are usually against institutions or offices. For the individu-
al public servant the consequences of not respecting rights to fair administra-
tive action are perhaps more likely to flow from internal mechanisms—espe-
cially if the actions expose the agency to bad publicity or heavy expense. But 
it is possible for court decisions to be directed at individuals.
 
4.5.10 In Republic v Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Education & another Ex 
parte Thadayo Obanda22   the court made an order for costs against the Cabi-
net Secretary personally because he had persisted in appointing members of 
a University Council without heeding the advice of an earlier court to seek the 
guidance of the Attorney-General. His behaviour had thus caused the expen-
diture of taxpayers’ money.

4.5.11 The way to enforce court judgments against those who ignore them is 
by an order for contempt, which can involve imprisonment of fine of the 
individual. Occasionally such an order is made against an individual public 
servant.23

  
4.5.12 On the other hand, sometimes a statute will protect someone holding a 
public office against personal liability if they have acted in good faith, which 
means they must have honestly believed they were acting in accordance with 
the law.24

Chapter 5
The Legal Framework
for Fair Administrative Action
Do you have to read this?
5.1 The points made in this section almost all appear in other sections in a 
concrete form —related to how state and public oficers should take administrative 
action. But this section pulls together the whole system of law, including the 
Constitution, which you might find helpful if you find the specific bits puzzling. So, 
No: reading this is not essential.
 
5.2 This section might be of particular interest to lawyers who may have 
different needs than the intended readership of this Guidebook as a whole. 
Here we feel free to comment on whether law might be unclear or even 
unwise, which we do not generally do in the earlier chapters, except when 
warning about possible unconstitutionality.

5.3 This Guide tries to help public officers to make fair decisions, and 
otherwise administer fairly. It is not just about the law. But the law is important. 
It is because of the Constitution (our basic law) that this Guide exists at all. 
And the law (through the courts) has the last say over whether a decision is 
made correctly (and sometimes whether it was the right decision).
 
5.4 But courts will hold back from interfering with some decisions. That 
does not mean those decisions ought not to be fair.

A tiny bit of history
5.5 When Kings (and occasionally Queens) ruled personally, the law could 
do very little against them. But once they started to pass powers to adminis-
trators, people began to protest about how those powers were exercised. It 
was to the king’s courts that people complained, and the courts would offer a 
remedy if administrators exceeded their powers.
 
5.6 In theory this system came to Kenya with British rule. But the courts 
were not much of a protector for Africans against the colonial power. This was 
so particularly because the colonial regime was a split one: one system for 
Africans and one for Europeans (and others). Africans had neither the money 
nor the knowledge, nor the access to lawyers, to challenge decisions and 
other actions of the government.
 

5.7 Since independence, judicial review of administrative action cases has 
developed a lot, and judicial review has become an important way of protect-
ing people against abuse of powers. But it is has been a bit limited. First of all 
judicial review was not very much concerned with whether administrators had 
made the right decision: the courts looked at how a decision was made. Did 
the person affected have a hearing (a chance to put their side of the story) 
before the decision was made? Was the person who made the decision 
impartial (or did they appear to be biased)? Was the law followed?
 
5.8 A second problem about judicial review is that it is, of course, expen-
sive to go to court. Most people cannot afford it.
 
5.9 And some of the complaints that people have about the actions or 
inactions of the administration are not the sort of thing you would go to court 
about: delays, discourtesy or worse, for example.

5.10 In the 1960s other countries got interested in a way the Swedes had 
been dealing with citizens’ complaints for two centuries: the ombudsman, or 
people’s spokesman. The idea was to have an office to oversee how laws 
were being operated, able to receive complaints from individuals without the 
need for court procedures.  The Swedish ombudsman was, still is, appointed 
by Parliament. The first Kenyan ombudsman was a parliamentary committee. 
The idea of a simple complaints procedure, not subject to technical rules, and 
limitations on the sorts of cases it can deal with, as courts so often are, 
remains very important today.
 
The Constitution
5.11 The whole system of government in Kenya today, including state offic-
es, the public service, the courts, county and national governments, is based 
on the Constitution. You might be thinking that Article 47 is what really matters 
for fair administration, but in reality there is much more in the Constitution that 
is important. The national values, which include participation of the people, 
human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, 
non-discrimination, protection of the marginalised, and transparency, speak 
to fair administration. So does Article 232, on the values of public service and 
Chapter Six on integrity. And provisions about appointments processes 
(which are administrative processes) and the structures that carry out those 
—and other—processes are also about fair administration.
 
5.12 Article 47 is based on a provision in the South African Constitution. 
Article 47 itself says that “Every person has the right to administrative action 
that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. It also 

mentions the need for reason to be given, in writing, to anyone who is likely to 
be affected “adversely”. “Expeditious” and “efficient” do not appear in the 
South African Constitution. Another difference between the constitutions is 
that the duty to give reasons in South Africa is limited to when rights have 
been —not just are likely to be—adversely affected. The connection with 
South Africa matters because where the words are the same we can look for 
guidance to how that country’s courts have dealt with them.

5.13 The meaning of “expeditious, efficient, lawful, reasonable and proce-
durally fair” is explored in this Guide, so we shan’t unpack it here, except to 
observe that “expeditious” just means quickly (we could say as quickly as 
reasonably possible), while “efficient” implies doing what is needed well while 
not wasting resources. Not wasting resources is as much the concern of the 
nation and its taxpayers as of the individual affected.

The law
5.14 The Constitution says that Parliament must make a law to fill in the 
details of this right, and it did so in 2015: the Fair Administrative Action Act 
(FAAA). This, too, owes something to South Africa but is not a copy of their law 
(Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000, known as PAJA).

Administrative action
5.15 What is administrative action—fairness in which is our right and the 
duty of the main readership of this guide? Is there something about the nature 
of the action or it is the nature of the person or body taking the action that 
matters? And what is the relationship between “administrative action” and 
decisions?

5.16 One distinction often made is between administrative and legisla-
tive—law making —action, and another between administrative and judicial 
actions. A judicial action is a decision that applies the law to certain facts, and 
involves a problem or a dispute. An administrative decision will not usually 
begin with a dispute—though it may give rise to one.
 
5.17 Making a law that says you must have a particular licence is not admin-
istrative, but legislative action. Granting or refusing a licence to a person who 
applies under that law is administrative. If a minister/cabinet secretary deals 
with an appeal from someone who complains that he or she was refused a 
licence this is likely to be termed quasi-administrative. A court that hears an 
appeal against the Cabinet Secretary’s decision is making a judicial decision.

 

5.18 The Kenyan Act tries to define administrative action. It says that 
“administrative action” includes—

 (i) the powers, functions and duties exercised by authorities or 
    quasi-judicial tribunals; or
 (ii) any act, omission or decision of any person, body or authority  
    that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to whom  
    such action relates.

5.19 This is a very unsatisfactory definition. An action is not the same as a 
power, function or duty. You do something (or omit to do in) in the exercise of 
your power, function or duty. And they could include functions that are consid-
ered non-administrative.
  
5.20 And (ii) could include a decision by a judge—which is not usually 
considered to be an administrative action. And it does not seem to make 
sense to include “any person, body or authority”. However, the use of the 
expression “quasi-judicial” (which means “like a court/judge”) but no “judicial” 
in (i) seems to indicate that the FAAA does not apply to courts making judicial 
decisions.
 
5.21 Another problem about the wording of the section is the layout that 
applies the words “that affects the legal rights or interests of any person to 
whom such action relates” to the things listed under (ii) but not under (i). This 
suggests that the actions designated administrative in (i) are included whether 
or not they affect any rights and interests. However, much of the concrete 
guidance in the Act applies only to actions that do affect people, individually 
or as the public.
 
5.22 The word “tribunal” is defined as meaning a tribunal under a written 
law—like the Rent Tribunal, HIV Tribunal and Political Parties Tribunal. Many of 
these are expected to work in very much the same way as a court, and are 
judicial tribunals rather than quasi-judicial tribunals. Like courts, remedies 
against their decisions are provided for in the law and do not need to be dealt 
with in the FAAA. They are anyway not the subject of this Guide.

5.23 The South African PAJA focuses on “decisions” (or failure to take deci-
sions). It is true that much administrative action is in the form of decisions, but 
administrative action is wider. If a decision is made but not carried out, if 
wrong entries are made in a register or computer of decisions made, the com-
plaint is not about the decision but about an action (or inaction). The FAAA is 
not generally limited to decisions.
 

Other actions
5.24 There are various other actions/decisions that are excluded from the 
PAJA that are not expressly excluded in the FAAA: executive decisions, legis-
lative functions, judicial appointments, the decision to start or continuea pros-
ecution, and a decision under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.
 
5.25 Executive decisions are not just decisions by the executive because 
quite a lot of these are clearly administrative. Some decisions the courts 
would be reluctant to interfere with, even if they are not excluded by FAAA, for 
example the choice of Cabinet Secretary (unless the individual is not qualified 
according to the constitution). The courts would not apply a public participa-
tion requirement to a decision of this nature (though the parliamentary approv-
al process allows for some public input).
 
5.26 The courts will not interfere with the legislative process on the whole, at 
least until a law is passed and then they are open to argument that it is 
contrary to the Constitution in terms of content, or the process of making it 
was unconstitutional. It is not necessary to rely on FAAA for this; violation of 
the constitution is its own basis.

The Act’s guidance on unfairness
5.27 The Act spells out in some detail what an administrator should do 
before making a decision that might affect someone adversely. It says that 
there must be sufficient notice in advance, which must explain the sort of 
decision that is to be made and the reasons if there is an existing proposal (s. 
4(3)). And the person affected must be given a chance to put their side of the 
story. This may be not be feasible in some situations. But it is not always clear 
who will be affected by decisions. This is taken account of to some extent 
because the Act also says that if some proposed administrative action is likely 
to “materially1  and adversely affect the “legal rights or interests” of the public 
or some group of people, there must be a public notice, inviting public views, 
all the views received must be considered along with all other relevant facts (s. 
5(1)). The Act does not make it clear whether if the impact is likely to be on a 
particular group only the public generally must be informed. Clearly any group 
particularly affected must be carefully targeted with the necessary information

5.28 The drafters of the Act seem to have in mind a rather major and formal 
decision making process. Sometimes a decision is quite a quick and simple 
matter. The South African Act allows an administrator to depart from any of 
the requirements if this is reasonable in the circumstances. Common sense 
should be used. If a person come to an office asking for some decision, no 

notice that a decision is to be made needs to be given, unless the decision is 
postponed and there is a possibility that the request will be refused.
 
5.29 The Act does not distinguish well between what a person affected 
should be told before the decision is made and after the decision is made (see 
s. 4(3) especially paras. (c) to (f) where it is not clear at what stage the informa-
tion should be given or the person affected permitted to do something). The 
South African PAJA says that a person expecting a decision must be told in 
advance of the right to ask for reasons.  The Kenyan Act confuses this with 
giving reasons after the event (which is dealt with in s. 6). Both PAJA and the 
FAAA allow an administrator not to give reasons provided this is reasonable in 
the circumstances and they tell the affected person they are departing from 
the usual procedure.  It is unfortunate they do not have to explain why they are 
not giving reasons. But both Acts say that, if an administrator gives no reason, 
a court, or any other body reviewing the decision, can assume that there were 
no good reasons. The administrator would be forced to explain why no 
reasons were given in order to avoid the decision being declared invalid. In the 
PAJA the sorts of things the administrator should take into account in decid-
ing whether it is fair not to give reasons are spelled out;2  there is no such guid-
ance in the FAA Act. Since this is detracting from a constitutional right, an 
approach like that in Article 24 of the Constitution3  ought to be taken, and that 
is roughly the way the PAJA deals with it.
 
5.30 The Act goes on to say more about what amounts to fair administrative 
practice but in the form of provisions about how decisions can be challenged 
in court. These elements are the main subject of this Guide. They are (sum-
marised from s. 7(2)):

   •   not having legal power to take the action
   •   acting on the direction of some person or body without legal authority  
       to give such directions 
   •   bias
   •   not following a procedure required by law 
   •   acting although a condition required by law before the administrative  
       action could be taken has not been satisfied 
   •   procedural unfairness
   •   an error of law materially influenced the action or decision
   •   taking the action or decision with an ulterior motive likely to prejudice  
       the legal rights of the person bringing the case
   •   not taking relevant considerations into account 
   •   acting in bad faith
   •   the administrative action or decision is not rationally connected to the  
       purpose of the decision or action, the purpose of the law, the

       information before the administrator, or the reasons given for it by
       the administrator
   •   the administrative action or decision is not proportionate to the
       interests or rights affected
   •   abuse of  discretion
   •   other abuse of power
   •   unreasonable delay 
   •   failure to act despite a duty imposed by written law
   •   unreasonable or unfair action or decision
   •   the administrative action or decision violates the legitimate
       expectations of the person to whom it relates.

5.31 It will be obvious that there is a good deal of wordiness and repetition 
in this. Abuse of discretion is a form of abuse of power. “Taking the action or 
decision with an ulterior motive” is a form of bad faith—and of abuse of power.
 
5.32 One thing that is clear from this list is that courts need no longer restrict 
their intervention to failures of procedure, but may consider whether the deci-
sion made or action taken was correct in terms of the substance of the deci-
sion. A decision may be set aside if it was unreasonable, whereas in the past 
courts would only interfere on the basis of unreasonableness if the decision 
was “so unreasonable no reasonable person could have taken it”.4

  
5.33 One particularly unfortunate provision relates to unreasonable delay: a 
court can only interfere if the administrator had a duty to act and to do so 
within a period specified under law, and failed to act within that period (s. 7(3)). 
This seems to leave no possibility of the court saying that on the basis of 
common sense a delay was too long. Arguably this is provision is unconstitu-
tional, because Article 47 includes “expeditious” as part of the right to FAAA.
 
Procedural points
5.34 The only court that can hear a case like this is the High Court—the 
magistrates’ courts have not been given the power to hear such cases.5

 
5.35 A judicial review case should not be brought unless the person com-
plaining has used any procedures for complaint in the relevant law (s. 9(3)). 
However, if the person bringing the case applies for this condition to be 
excused, the court may do so in exceptional circumstances and if it considers 
this would be in the interests of justice (s. 9(4)).

Courts’ powers
5.36 The Act sets out what a court may do if satisfied there is a failure on the 
part of the administrator. The court may make any order that is “just and equi-
table”. There is a list of possibilities, but this is not exhaustive. 
They are (s. 11):
   •   a declaration of the rights of the parties 
   •   an order directing the administrator not to act in breach of his/her duty  
       under any written law (this presumably refers to an injunction)
   •   an order not to act in any manner that is prejudicial to the legal rights of  
       the applicant
   •   an order directing the administrator to give reasons for the
       administrative action or decision 
   •   an order prohibiting the administrator from acting in particular manner  
       (refers to an order of prohibition6)
   •   an order setting aside the administrative action or decision and
       sending the matter  back to the administrator for reconsideration, with  
       or without directions (this seems to refer to what is now called an order  
       of certiorari)
   •   an order compelling the administrator to carry out a public legal duty  
       (refers to the order of mandamus)
   •   what the Act calls a “temporary interdict” or other temporary relief (the  
       first phrase is unfortunate as an interdict is not an expression in Kenyan  
       law [it is used in the South African system]; it probably refers to a   
       temporary injunction or conservatory order, given at an early stage to  
       avoid irreparable changes being made before the main case is
       decided)
   •   an order—to a person who has failed to take a decision that must be  
       taken—to take that decision
   •   financial compensation.

5.37 An important point to note is that, even under the extended scope of 
judicial review, courts are not supposed to substitute their decision for that of 
the person given the power to make a decision under law. 

The old  law of judicial review and its relationship to the new
5.38 Article 47 and the FAA Act owe a lot to the law of judicial review of 
administrative action developed over the centuries by judges. It is perhaps a 
pity that the Act says that “the general principles of common law and the rules 
of natural justice” survive. The Act summarises most of those rules and princi-
ples. It does add a few points, like the unreasonableness point discussed 
earlier. This reflects the Constitution. 

5.39 The old law of judicial review has a few technical rules that are not 
found in the Act. One is that it was necessary to seek the leave of the court 
before bringing an action for judicial review (Civil Procedure Rules Order 53 
Rule 1). This rule is still applied.7

  
5.40 We should then note the types of order that could be sought. The best 
known is the order of certiorari. The effect of this was that the court would 
“quash” an order of the decision maker. Formally it directed the order to be 
brought up before it for the purpose of being quashed. An important technical 
rule was that an application for an order of certiorari had to be brought within 
6 months of the action or decision complained of (Civil Procedure Rules Order 
53 Rule 2).
 
5.41 A second order was that of mandamus “we order”. It was a direction to 
a person or body to carry out their mandate. It cannot be used to order a 
particular decision, unless that decision was automatic, but could be used to 
order that a body actually make some decision if that was its duty. A third 
order is that of prohibition: forbidding something to be done.  All these orders 
are still be given by the High Court.8

  
5.42 Judicial review would unusually be refused if the complainant had 
some other avenue for redress, a rules replicated in the FAAA (section 9). For 
this reason, leave to apply for judicial review might be refused, as it was in a 
recent case, where the judge said, “It has not been demonstrated that the 
appeal mechanisms available to deal with merit issues is not effective or that 
there are exceptional circumstances for this court to exempt the applicant 
from the obligation of exhausting the available mechanisms.”9

 
5.43 The form of a judicial review case has traditionally that of an action 
brought by the Republic against the authority complained of on behalf of (ex 
parte) the party complaining. But this form does not seem to be adhered to 
universally now.

5.44 A final special rule was that an order of judicial review is discretionary: 
even if the court agrees that there has been wrongdoing it does not have to 
give any order. This is reflected in the FAAA when it says the court “may” give 
orders.
 
5.45 Do we now have two systems of judicial review, one with these special 
rules and one based just on the FAAA? Unfortunately, the situation is some-
what confused. Applications for an order of certiorari are still being brought 
and refused because more than six months has elapsed.10  However, since 
there is no leave requirement under the FAAA or its Rules, lawyers should 
avoid this issue by suing under FAAA and not the common law.11   

5.46 In fact, Justice Joel Ngugi has said, “In my view, Article 47 of the 2010 
Constitution makes Judicial Review based on the common law outdated”.12  
This of course does not say it is impossible, which would be hard in view of 
the fact that the Act preserves the common law.  However, the Court of Appeal 
has said,13
 
 In this regard, there are no two systems of law regulating administrative 

action - the common law and the Constitution - but only one system 
grounded in the Constitution. The courts' power to statutorily review 
administrative action no longer flows directly from the common law, but 
inter alia from the constitutionally mandated Fair Administrative Action Act 
and Article 47 of the Constitution.

 …The extent to which the common law principles remain relevant to 
administrative review will have to be developed on a case-by-case basis 
as the courts interpret and apply the provisions of the Fair Administrative 
Action Act and the Constitution.

Remedies
5.47 Certiorari, mandamus and prohibition are remedies. Another form of 
remedy common in judicial review cases is a declaration. This simply states 
the legal position, but makes no binding order. It has been used against 
government, because the courts assume that government would obey their 
orders.
 
5.48 Injunctions are another form or order, usually not to do something, but 
it is possible to have a mandatory injunction―to do something positive. A 
recent development in Kenya, inspired by the orders in the South African 
courts, has been “structured injunctions”: orders to do a series of things over 
a period of time to ensure that either a wrong is righted or a proper procedure 
introduced for the future. Kenyan examples have been the KELIN case about 
TB patients being confined in prison14  and the Mitubell case in the High 
Court.15  However, the Court of Appeal in the latter case cast doubt on the 
procedure, saying that once a case is finished the court cannot retain supervi-
sory powers.16  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court.
  
5.49 The procedure has had mixed success in the Kenyan courts, but in the 
KELIN case the government has filed an affidavit responding to the court 
order. In another case Justice Odunga, explained in detail the concept, 
concluding that, “through the exercise of supervisory jurisdiction, a dynamic 
dialogue between the judiciary and the other branches of government in the 
intricacies of implementation may be initiated. …Finally structural interdicts 
may provide a more fundamentally fair outcome than other remedies in 
Economic and Social Rights litigation.”17 

5.50 Under the Constitution and the FAAA there is a wide range of possible 
remedies, including orders essentially similar to the older ones just discussed, 
but including compensation, and any “any order that is just and equitable” 
(FAAA section 11). As mentioned earlier, substantial sums have sometimes 
been awarded, including in the LAPSSET case.18

 
5.51 The courts have also adopted the practice of suspending the impact of 
their orders if to make them immediately effective would create serious 
difficulties. In one example the court said,

To the extent that the … Regulations, 2013 have the effect of cancelling 
the applicants’ subsisting and valid licences issued by the Transport 
Licensing Board the same are invalid, null and void. … However, consid-
ering the immediate consequences of this declaration on the safety of the 
public that relies on the public transport, the declaration is hereby 
suspended to enable the relevant State organs to formulate legislative 
and policy measures.19

 
5.52 One hurdle in place of obtaining compensation is the fact that the 
under the Government Proceedings Act there can be no execution (enforce-
ment) of judgments again the government. This provision is likely to be 
challenged on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Occasionally individual 
public officers have been held responsible for failure to pay compensation.20

 
Other Acts
5.53 There are many other Acts that are important to achieving FAA. Powers 
of administrators are conferred by law, and the Acts often set conditions and 
procedures, such as time limit, factors to be taken into account etc. Failure to 
observe these—if at all serious— is something for which a remedy can be 
sought under the Act.
 
5.54 The Mining Act, for example, has detailed provisions about who may 
be granted a “mineral right” (s. 11). It specifies the activities for which a 
licence may be granted (s. 32(3), who may issue it (Cabinet Secretary, on the 
recommendation of the Mineral Rights Board —s. 32(1)),  the time limit for 
issuing or refusing licences (s. 33(2)), to whom notice of applications for 
licences must be given (s. 34), approvals from others required before applying 
(s. 36(2)) and conditions that may be attached to licences (s. 42).
 
5.55 Acts may provide for certain complaints mechanisms against adminis-
trative action. The Mining Act says that there may be an appeal to the High 
Court against any decision of the Cabinet Secretary (s. 147).
5.56 Some Acts set up special procedures for appeals. The Tax Appeals 
Tribunal hears appeals against any tax decision by the Commissioner.

Devolution
5.57 Counties are beginning to pass laws that call for administrative action. 
Purely at random we selected the Isiolo County Outdoor Advertising Act, 
2015. This provides for a permit system for advertisements. It prescribes who 
is to make the decision (the County Executive Committee Member responsi-
ble for trade and commerce), how to apply, when a permit may be refused 
(“likely to cause injuries to the amenities of, or to disfigure any neighbouring 
[sic], or for any other reason it may think proper) and enforcement (“The 
Licensing Officer may without notice cause to be removed or put down [sic] 
and dispose of any advertising device erected, fixed, placed, maintained, 
displayed or used in contravention of this Act”).

Non-court procedures for complaints
5.58 Three bodies are created to hear complaints related to human rights: 
the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the National Gender and 
Equality Commission and the Commission on Administrative Justice (or 
Ombudsman).
 
5.59 The last is most obviously connected to FAA. Its functions include 
investigating conduct, by any state organ, state or public officer, at the nation-
al or county level, that may be “prejudicial or improper or likely to result in any 
impropriety or prejudice”, or investigating complaints of abuse of power, 
unfair treatment, manifest injustice or unlawful, oppressive, unfair or unre-
sponsive official conduct in the public sector; and inquiring into allegations of 
maladministration, delay, administrative injustice, discourtesy, incompetence, 
misbehaviour, inefficiency or ineptitude within the public service.

5.60 The other two commissions deal with discrimination, other violations of 
rights, including socio-economic rights, such as health, housing, food and 
education, all of which are relevant to fair administration.
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